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ler of New York, after the president
In nomination by
has been placed
Warren f5. Harding of Ohio.
Senator Newell Saunders of Ten
nessee has been decided upon for
(liairman of the committee on perma
nent organization, according to an an
nounrement made from the Tart
Statements
today.
headquarters
sent out from here today crediting
to the RrwcvcM headquarters an n
:
CREATE
the colonel wo:,'! MEXICAN INSURRECTOS
l'ouncetn j.U
were
DEVASTATION ON THEIR REarrive in Chicago Sunday
promptly denied by Senator Dixon.
TREAT NORTHWARD
Mr. Dixon said he had no word from,;
Colonel Roosevelt and did not know
whether he would decide to come or TEE COUNTRY IS STRIPPED
not.
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COMMENCEMENT AT NEBRASKA
Lincoln, Neb., June 13. Commence
MENTS, IF MADE.
ment day wa.8 brilliantly celebrated to
day at ths University of Nebraska.
The candidates for degrees marched
DARK HORSE TALK IS HEARD n academic
procession from, the cam
pus to the Lincoln auditorium, where
they were presented with their diplo OROZCO'S SOLDIERS RAID THE
IN CHILEADING REPUBLICANS
mas by Chancellor Avery. The
CAGO' THINK THAT IS A
BUILDINGS OF A MINING
of the day was delivered by Pro
COMPANY
GOOD SOLUTION.
fessor Charles E. Merriam, of the
University of Chicago, whb spoke on
At General Huerta' Federal Head
Cicago, June 13. Charges of at- the subject of "Citizenship."
Santa Rosalia, Mex., June
quarters,
deleIn
for
the
fight
tempted bribery
13. Indignation at the devastation of
gates were made today by Senator
the rebels on their northward retreat,
Dixon, campaign manager for Colonel
HAS NO residents
of this district have become
Roosevelt.
He charged that a mem'
bitter against the revolutionists and
ber of the republican national com
NOT CONFIRM SUCH APPOINT-

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

CITY EDITION.

WOMEN ON RAMPAGE
,
Dublin, June 13.r-iA- .
campaign of
window smashing was opened today
by the Irish suffragettes, who tried to
emulate the deeds of their English
sisters but came Into vigorous conflict
with the authorities. After the wo
men had made an energetic attack on
most of the public buildings several
of them were arrested. The women
before the police arrived, had shatter
ed 42 windows In the custom house, THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE DE
the postofflce, the land commission
CIDES CONTESTS FROM MISSers office and, the police and military
ISSIPPI AND MISSOURI. : i"

TAFT

ITS

DOZEN;

Ic nomination and had run on an Independent ticket and had been defeat
ed by the "money of Patrick Cal

houn."

CUBA TO RESENT

'

The committee refused to exclude
Mr. Heney, laying the motion on the
table. The contest in the Second
district of Mississippi was the first
called. At the suggestion of Commit
teeman Penrose, attorneys for both
sides agreed to consolidate the Sec
ond, Fourth, Sixth and Seventh Miss
Issippl districts. Argument on these
cases -- collectively wag then begur.
With the Mississippi contests dis
posed of, the. contests in Missouri
TRY TO THROW OUT HENEY were to follow and Governor Hadley
leader, of th contested delegation,
' '
who for several days had been sitSTURGESS OF ARIZONA WANTS
ting in the committee on a proxy,
EXCLUDED
CALIFORNIAN
was prepared to defend himself ana
FROM PARTICIPATION.
hts cohorts of the Roosevelt faction
against the claims of the Taft cham
pions.
A
HIM
CALLS
DEMOCRAT
The principal fight in Missouri cen

ROOSEVELT
F

barracks.

. ,

.

j

INVESTIGATING

JUDGE

Washington June 13. By unanim
ous vote the bouse today directed a
FARMERS AND RANCHERS
ARE
of the Judiciary comANGRY AND WISH TO JOIN
mittee to go to Seattle, Wash., and
FEDERAL ARMY
oher places to investigate charge
against Federal Judge Cornelius
which have arisen through his
MUCH SILVER ORE IS STOLEN
decision in the Olessen socialist citi-

THE SENATE WILL

Seldom
Achieves Success

Han-ford-

,

'

SENDING OF

01

WOOD
THE AMERICAN MAJOR GENERAL
WOULD NOT BE WELCOMED
ON ISLAND

MIGHT

MAKE

BAD

TERMS

THE

GOVERNMENT
FEARS
HE
MIGHT END REBELLION
BY
MAKING CONCESSIONS

MANY
FOREIGNERS LEAVING
tered over the delegatee-at-large- ,
the
MATTER
SMOOTHED Taft forces claiming the regularity 8ITUATION IN MANY PARTS OF
IS
THE
JOLT FOR TEDDY
over Governor Hadley and the Roose
OVER WHEN PROSECUTOR IS
THE COUNTRY IS EXTREMEWashington, June 13. The house
velt supporters. When the commit
ALLOWED
TO
REMAIN.
LY SERIOUS
has refused to appropriate more than
tee adjourned last night It was with
and
the preparation
$350,000 for
determination to hasten contest hear
Chicago, June 13. Eleven Taft dele ings to a conclusion anu to dispose
mounting of skins collected by ColHavana, June 13. Secretary of the
onel Roosevplt on his African hunting gates from Mississippi and one who of Mississippi, Missouri, worth Caro Interior Bru informed the Associated
refused to state his position as be- lina and Oklahoma contests "today if Press today that the proposal to send
trip.
tween Taft and Roosevelt he had possible.
Major General Leonard Wood or Brig
LORD NORTHLAND TAKES BRIDE been elected by both factions were
adier 'General Enoch H. Crowder, on
a mission to Cuba would be regarded
Imlon, June 13. Lord Northland given the stamp of approval by the reas a consequence General Huerta whoso mime figured prominently in
with disfavor by the government it
publican national committee today.
could have thousands of recruits for the sensational trial two years afro Tha twelfth
either came with authority to arrange
delegate, P. W. Howard, PIPE LINES ARE
the asking.
This section has been of the divorce suit brought by Cap- of the Eighth district, was elected
terms of settlement between the sov-- ,
stripped of provisions and houses tain Sterling against his wife, an he said, by the "regular district con
ernment and the Insurgents.
which isolated farmers have provided American actress, was married today vention and instructed for
Taft, and
COMMON CARRIERS The Cuban- govern men fears that IC
for themselves with difficulty.
to Miss Hilda Cooper, daughter of the then chosen "downstairs" by the
a mission from the United States
At Conchas, two stations north of late Sir Danlei Coover, the noted Eng Roosevelt faction
were to have authority to arrange a'
Having been elect
here on the Mexican Central, the reb- lish sportsman. The wedding toook ed
settlement it might involve recogniby both sides he declined "to throw INTERSTATE
COMCOMMERCE
els have just taken 36 tons of high
place at St. Margaret's Westminster, stones at either." Howard's attorof some of the demands of the
tion
MISSION MAKES AN IMPOgrade silver ore, valued at about
and was largely attended.
the
The only concession
neys said he woild support Roosevelt,
negroes.
RULING
RTANT
and three tons of medium grade
Cuban government was willing to
cases disposed of.
The
Mississippi
silver metal. The silver .was owned
was the allowance of a few
the committee took up the Missouri
Washington, June 13. The inter-slat- e make
by the Nacia Mining company and the
to the rebels in which to
14 seats in the
grace
FOR
days'
contests,
FEAR
Involving
WORST
commerce commission
today
rebels are reported by federal scours
after which the only course
convention. Governor Hadley's Roose- held that
surrender,
line
transpipe
companies
to have gone to Chihuahua enroute
velt delegation at large was challeng- porting oil between the states are, open to the government would be to
to Juarez to convert their booty into
Taft
ISLAND DWELLERS ed by the Taft supporters, and
common carriers, with the obligations proceed to stamp out thoroughly the
coin.
Third;
from
the
First,
delegations
of such and ordered 13 of the largest Insurrection which of its ability to do
That the Mexican people are rapidly
Seventh and Fourteenth dis oil pipe lines to file schedules of promptly the government entertained
Fifth,
tiring of the revolution ,was Indicated
'
tricts opposed the regular delegations rates by September 1 and to comply no doubt.
today byj the arrival of advices from IT IS BELIEVED VOLCANO KILLED instructed for Taft.
with
INHABITAr-:Tthe
of
the
interstate
OF
RASPBERRY
131
provisions
Oro and other cities in the
Indo
'
'
commerce act.
The four Roosevelt delegates-a- t
T.ROUP
Situation Is Critical
state of( Durart.io, making overtures
f
una
B0 re
were
Missouri
seated
from
13.
commisis
conclusion
About
It
the
of
New
the
June
York,
large
ta C:npjl?I Huerta for pvup. They
n'moiwly by .the committee. The sion that the congress, In designating fugees from Cuba who closed up their
,
beatile, .!... si.. 1.". a: HPo'ua
aak onl guarantee of safety in case
oil jiiys lines fn ";)mmon carrljjps,
business places and private houses
of surrender. General Huerta has to be reasonably certain thai all tne motion was mada by Semitdy Fenroe
of mean
precisely what was said 1t the to come to the United States KRiJL-granted these guarantees to all who people on Kodlak island when Kat- The delegates seated by agreement
t.
mal volcano was in eruption are safe, the Roosevelt double delegation of statute.
the insurrection in the Island Is
will surrender unconditionally.
V
The pipe lines involved are: Okla quelled, arrived in New York today.
but word is anxiously awaited con eight were:.
Govrnor Hadley,' Jesse A. Tolorton homa Pipe Line company, Prairie Oil Dr. C. de la Torre, a professor at the
Bond Issue Illegal.
cerning the fate of those on Afognak
S. Dickey, Hugh Mclndo. The and Gas company, Standard Oil com University of Havana said:
Walter
on
the
islands
and
Foreign Minister Lfscurain declsr- and Raspberry
. "The
situation throughout Cuba I
ed today that the Chihuahua bond,i3-su- mainland of the) Alaska peninsula. Re balance of the Roosevelt delegation pany of Louisiana, Ohio Oil company,
were
as
alternates.
were
New
of
They
seated
Oil
to
Standard
most
critical and I've much doubt
sent
company
lief
been
Jersey,
boats
have
explore
was illegal. It would not be rec
D. McNeely, Frederick Essen, A, Tide Water Pipe company. Limited, whether even the United States can
ognized by the federal government the numerous bavs along the coast John
A.
John W. Tipping.
con
Producers' and Refiners' Oil company, quell the trouble."
to
return
and
Speer,
until they
Kodlak,
for several reasons, he said, the chief
After the First Missouri district limited, United tSates Pipe line com
one being that state legislatures wen: ditions in the small settlements will
case had been argued, Mr. Bartholdt pany, Pure Oil company, Pure Oil Pipe.
without power thus to treat with for not be known.
Will Not Send Wood
volcano
the
asked for a delay," saying an agre Line company. National Pipe Line com
acid
The
by
The
discharged
added
minlsttv
that
June 13. The adminis
leg
eigners.
Washington,
islator sanctioning xni section were during the 48 hours it was spouting ment on all Missouri districts was un pany, Uncle Sam Oil company and tration has not seriously considered
answerable to the federal courts' as has spread through the sir as far as der consideration. By a compromise Uncle Sam Oil Company of Kansas
sending General Wood or General
7'; ' the Punet Sound country. The sol reached between
Missouri factions,
revolutionaries.
Crowder or any otbeT army officers
diers at the coast defense forts at the President Talt was given six and
to Cuba at present to bring about
entrance of the sound have been kept Colonel Roosevelti four of the countpeace 'between the factions. The proLOUISIANA IS HAVING
busy since yesterday polishing the big ed delegates from the First, Third,
has been informally discussed.
posal
IMPORTANT WITNESS
guns which showed a trace of the cor- Fifth, Seventh and Fourteenth conIt emanated from persons In Cuba,
rosive effect of the aold.
gressional districts. It the First and TROUBLE WITH FLOODS probably resident foreigners with large
Fifth districts the Roosevelt men
financial interests at stake. No res
WAS SPIRITED AWAY
in the others the Taft men were
and
the
Rations for
Refugees.
ponsible official has made such a pro
LEVEES ARE GIVING AWAY AND position and it has not been officially
Washington, June 13. Secretary seated.
PEOPLE ARE DRIVEN FROM
WOMAN
The Missouri compromise decision
DETECTIVE SO TESTI Stlmson today ordered 30,000 army
considered.
THEIR HOMES
rations sent to Seward, Alaska, 24 followed a long conference between
FIES IN REGARD TO DYNAMIT.
ING CASES
hours from Kodlak. They will be dis committeemen and the contending fac
Marines Land in Oriente
New Orleans, La., June 13. A des
tributed by revenue cutters. The cut tions. Governor Hadley said it had
Juno 13. Fifty-fiv- e
. ma
Santiago,
in
of
fact
the
is
to
calculawaged
being
been decided that
question
perate light
Loe Angeles, Calif., June 13 The ter McCulloch, according
command of Captain Rich
under
rines
and the adjoining parish to
involved In the district fights were
monotony of a string of detectivea tions here, should have arrived at
crev ard S. Hooker were landed today by .
of
successively testifying to the same
today to assist the Manning in more properly questions to go .before keep the flood waters riymelia
the United States gunboat Eagle at
the credentials committee of the na asse from inundating several valuable
thing was broken today when a wo extending relief.
on the north coast of Oriente
the flooding of Felton,
sugar .nlantatlons,
man detective took the stand in the
The cutters Tetis and Tahoma tional convention.
The marines will proceed
province.
The result gives Taft six and which will Increase property loss by for
trial oil Clarence S. Darrow for alleg- also are steaming to the assistance
to relieve the bluejackets
Mayarf
ed jury bribery.
of the suffering people. The reve- Rosevelt eight out of Missouri's con the thousands.
landed
by the gunboat Nashrecently
Several plantation owners have giv
Miss Eula Hitahcock, secretary to nue cutter Rush at Port Townsend, tested delegates including the deleville
the
for
protection of the Wood- In the Third North en up thai contest as hopeless and are
Chief of Detectives Samuel L. Browne Wash., is taking on three months' gates
A force of government
mines.
fred
of the district attorney's office, who rations In anticipation of joining the Carolina district both delegations are moving what property they can. Live
returned to Santiago today aftroops
In
Isolated
commitLa;
hundreds,
national
the
The
stock by
for Roosevelt.
wears a gold stair presented by her as- relief squadron.
ter operations lasting 12 days In the ;
Fourche parish, is almost certain, to
tee seated the "regular" delegates.
sistants, told how she took up the
La Maya, Sabanllla
Steamers "wltn vicinity of Songo
Twelve delegates were added to the die of starvation.
search for and found Mrs. Flora Cap-luThe
and
troops encountered
Mayarl.
enroute to
wife of David Caplan, a Times
Taft column by the republican na- sandbags and supplies are.
a band of rebels under Colonel Mazo
;
section.
tional committee after the first two the LaFourche
dynamiting suspect as 'yet unoaught
and In a sharp engagement several of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Hordes of rabbits can be seen on ev
Miss Hitchcock testified that, she
hours of Its session today, when con
the
Insurgents were killed. Several
ene- found Mrs. Caplan near La Fonda in
tests from five Mississippi districts ery exposed knoll, muskrats, the
and a quantity of ammunition
horses
been forc
the Santa Cruz mountains, and there
the Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, of the levee builder, have
were captured by the government soland
trees
ana
burrows
their
ed
from
served the latter with, a subpoena to
Washington, June 13. Senate: Met Seventh and Eighth, were decided by
rattlesnakes diers.
viva voce votes. Demands for roll bushes are alive with
testify in the McNamara case. The at noon.
One white man whom the negroes
,
witness said that the woman was 11 v
Resumed consideration of legisla calls by Roosevelt, members were Ig- and other reptiles.
had made a prisoner and who fell in
Ing In an Isolated part of the moun- tive, executive and judicial appropria- nored. A motion to exclude Francis
to the hands of the government for--,
tains with Erie B. Morton, a San tion bill.
J. Heney of1 San Francisco from the
ces reported that Mazo's band, which
UNVEILING AT CORNELL
Francisco labor leader and the latter's
Titanic investigating
committee republican national committee, on the
Ithaca, N. Y., June 13. Jn connec consisted of 40 men, had destroyed the
wife. It was the state's contention hears suggestions for Improvement ground that he was a democrat, was tion with the commencement week ex- Olympo plantation.
that Mrs. Caplan was one of the im- of conditions at sea.
made today by Committeeman W. ercises at Cornell University there
House: Met at 11 a. m.
S. Sturgess of Arizona. Mr. Heney was unveiled today a
portant witnesses spirited away by
bust of
the defense..
Committee named to investigate had presented a proxy of ThDflias former Governor Alonzo D. Cornell, a
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
Thorson of South Dakota. Mr. Stur gift to the university from the widow
charges against Judge Hanford.
Anadarko, Okla., June 13. The anFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Archbald case taken up in execu gess said the records Bhowed Heney of the governor. Governor Corne'l nual convention of the Christian
Freddie Welsh vs. Grover Hayes, 10 tive session by judiciary committee. had run for prosecuting attorney on was the first charter trustee of Corsocieties of Oklahoma began
rounds, at Columbus, O.
Army appropriation conference re- the democratic ticket in San Fran- nell University,, and the eldest son here today with a large and represen'
Leo Houck vs. George Chipp, 10 port, legislating General Wood out of cisco. Mr. Heney denied the charge. of Ezra Cornell, the. founder of the
tative attendance. The sessions will
rounds M Lancaster, Pa.
He said he had refused tho democrat- - university.
office, taken up.
continue until Sunday.
zenship case."
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'
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mittee had been offered a United
States marshalship if he would vote
for Taft on the contests now under
consideration.
"I am prepared to name the man If
necessary)" said Senator Dixon.
Bent word to the committeeman that
any federal appointment made In the
nature of a bribe for Taft rotes will
be held up in the senate."
Senator Dixon dared the Taft manand give the
agers to be specific
name of the Roosevelt leader who is
reported to have offered a bribe to a
delegate in Alabama and the name of
the man who received the money. It
was reported that the Taft managers
iiave under consideration the Introduction of a resolution in the convention requiring all delegates to vote
Kccordin
to instructions given by
helr states until released by tne candidate. Taft leaders, after a canvass of the situation, declared they
expected to control the credentials
committee by a vote of 32 to 21.
Many delegates to the republican
convention today talked of the ad
visability of naming a dark horse
candidate for president in the hope
of bringing party harmony success.
The leaders apparently feel that the
lines of battle have been so sharply
"'drawn and such high feeling aroused
that the fight will have to be fought

OFFICIAL OPINION

'

1

to a
'

finish.

ATTORNEY. GENERAL HAS NOT
HIM
ASSURED
HE CANNOT
STOP PRIZE, FIGHT

Santa Fe, N. M;Jun 13. Governor
McDonald has heard rumors of posstasible violation of
tutes but at a conference District At
torney C. W. G. Ward and Mayor R
J. Taupert assured him the laws
would be enforced. He will therefore
not go to Las Vegas tomorrow.
He
an
He has not officially received
opinion from Attorney General Frank
W. Clancy, that ther is no New Mexico statute under which to stop the
fight.

v

;

It

was

thai
teported
Governor McDonald would be here tomorrow, for the purpose of looking
over the local situation assuring himself that the lid Is clamped down
tight The governor is expected to
be here some time this week, accompanied by State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alvan N. White
on his way to Mora connty.

SUSPECTED

todr.y

MURDERER

,

Taft supporters were more confident than after yesterday's victory in
the contests and freely reiterated
their predictions of the renomination
of the ppjsljMit on the first bsVat
Roosevelt ."Ranagors declared their
candidate wout 1 have the necessary
the niimnafion u
540 votes to secuT
the first ballot.
The followers of Senator Cummins
of Iowa and Senator LaFollette of
Wisconsin are saying there will be
no choice on the first bauot, leaving
the internee that they hope their
men may be chosen as a compromise.
There was less talk of opposition to
Senator Root's selection as tempo
rary chairman. The Roosevelt men
have not agreed on. a candidate but
declare they will have one. Several
conferences of Taft leaders were held
at which plans for the organization
of the convention . committee were
,:
considered.
Former Senator Dick of Ohio wus
brought forward as a candidate or
chairman of tihe important committee
on credentials while Charles W.
banks of Indiana is mentioned for
:
chairman. of the resolutions committee.. Several reasons were assigned
for the pr.stponement of the Row
velt nviss meeting until Monday
evening. One was that the promotsrs
desired .o hold vlt until the last minute in ht hope ,that Colonel Roosevelt may (.ecide to come here and be
the principal sneaker. Another story
was tha: i: v. Ft deemed advisable to
delay until after the national committee finishes hearing contests.
The list of seconding speeches to
President Taft's nomination was completed today by the selecting of William Fletcher Penn, of Atlanta, a
ntgro delegate from Georgia.' Tne
other seconding speeches will be
made by Senator W. O. Bradley of
Kentucky and. Nicholas Murray But-- I

30,-00- 0

ARRESTED

ON RIVER

ROWING ON NODAWAY IS
THOUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT
'
VILLISCA MURDERS

MAN

Iowa, June 13. The imin
Villisca that an arrest in
pression
tine Moore murder case was contemplated, which was created by the appeals for calmness made to the public by the mayor and marshal and by
the minister who conducted the funeral services of the victims, seems to
have been jiisrtiifed' by the arrest late
yesterday at Nehawaka, Nebraska, of
of Joseph
Sam Moyer, brother-in-laB. Moore,' the murdered man.,
Moyer, however, convinced the authorities he could not have traveled
from Villisca between thet time of the
murders Sunday night and the time he
is known to have reached Nehawaka
Monday morning. He was consequentA man rowing down the
ly released.
Nodaway river in a skiff was arrested
He was
yesterday below Clartnda.
wearing neither' hat nor shirt and was
unable to give a satisfactory account
of himself. It wae at the bank or the
Nodaway rfverthat the bloodhounds
lost the trail of the .supposed murderi
er."
'
of important deevlopmenta
Hint
during the day were given this morning by some of the officers at work
on the mystery.
Vlllisea,

SALOONS MUST CLOSE

Perth Amboy, N. J.. June 13.
Mounted patrolmen and deputy sher-- '
iffa today ordered all saloons closed
in the vicinity of the plant of the
American Smelting and Refining company here, where serious strike Tiots
occurred last night, ,ln which two policemen were injured by atones and
three rioters wounded by bullets.
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It looked like business this afternoon out at the site of the big area,
Workmen received the first install-mjri- t
of the timber, already matched
and ready to be tossed into place, and
before the sun dropped behind the
big mountains to the west of the city,
And too ring was in position and already,
Unsuccessful
Pueblo Fireman Is Worrying More About Johnson's Reported Lack Many
with the exception of course of ths
FolWorse Suffering Often
and the padding for the center.
of Training Than His Own Preparations-Constructi- on
of the
fopes
lows. Mrs. Rock's Case
. The seating arrangement is being
Big Arena Begins Many Notables, Including Owners of Newshauled to the place rapidly and from
A Warning.
the looks of things the arena could
papers, Mill Be Here to Attend the Fight.
The following letter from Mrs. Orvflle bo made ready for a contest by the
BY ED. W. SMITH.
Rock will show how unwise it is for wo- end of this week. The entire thins
men to submit to the dungersof a surgical was built by a Kansas City firm- and
"If I don't win this fight I want to fering vastly from the hurrah meth- operation when often it may be avoided
here In matched sections, all
die before they carry me out of the ods of (he challenger. Jack plods by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable shippedto be
thrown together In a
ready
arena". .
along through his work, laughing and Compound. She was four weeks in
suf- hurry.
came
borne
and
the
hospital
This waa the fervent Btatement kidding with his helper and the few
From the looks of things now the
worse than before.
made yesterday afternoon by Jim spectators that he knows in that fering
crowd of 10,000 that the promoters
statement-Pa-w
own
is
Here
her
crowd
that
Flynn, Pueblo fireman challenger of quaint, cosmopolitan
years ago I have been figuring on will be exJack Johnson.
watches his dally offerings in the suffered Paw, Mich. "Two
with a displace ceeded for the office of the club is
very
severely
And Jim meant every word of it.
way of work. But he gets-whole lot I'J.
"I
ment.
1.
I could not being flooded with requests for seats.
out of what he does. He never
He had Just come out of
be on my feet for a Great blocks of the best reservations
after one of the best work- makes his work look like work. To
long time. My physician treated me for already have been marked off the
outs of his month's stay here and the ordinary onlooker he seems to be
several months with- office chart and today but few of the
the gleam of the Colorado fighter's merely putting in tne time. But
out much relief and higher priced seats remain unsold.
condiwhen
one
of
of
coming
good
eyes told
digs deep one sees that
at last sent me to There is a vigorous demand, too, for
tion. If not actually of the arrival of Johnson is training as hard for this
Ann Arbor for an op- the $10 and $15 seats.
contest as he ever did for any, and
it right now.
eration. I waa there
The 'arena is so constructed that
four weeks and came
"What I want is to make Curley is slowly and surely getting the readditional sections may be added 'it
home
suff
eringworse
have a gun trained on me during the sults.
than before. M y the discretion of the promoters and
fight and if I am not declared the
Yesterday, for instance, in boxing
mother advised me to In case there should be a tremendous
' I want him to touch
It off with both Cutler and Respress, he try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- rush at the final hour
winner,
0
upward of
pulled the triggers on some of his pound, and I did. . Today I am well and
right at my head," Jim continued.
canaccommodated
be
persons
This is indicative of the confidence best guns and as a result the box- strong and do all my own housework. I
with seats, not one of which' will be
held by the Pueblo man. I haven't ing work was cut down to six full owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's
advise my farther than 90 feet from the center
and
Compound
Vegetable
Been anything like that spirit in a rounds. But they were good rounds, friends
who are afflicted with any female of the ring. The builders of the arechampionship contender in a long every one of them, full of vigor and complaint to try
Mrs. ORVTLLE na already are boasting that it is the
time.
hard smashing, coupled with plenty Rock, R. R. No. 5, Paw Iaw, Michigan. finest
and most compact ever put
"They tell me. Johnson isn't train- of speed. Johnson put in exactly an
If you are ill do not drag along until together. They are experts in the
ing the way he should," Jim worried hour and five minutes at all sorts of an operation is necessary, but at once line of circus seating.
along in his earnest way. "I may work, and at the close he looked take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
When minor towns like Tucumcarl,
prove to be the snap be thinks I am droopy and a bit tired. But it was Compound.
stan- N. M., will ask for and pay for 150
been
the
has
For
it
yeers
thirty
but there Is a bare chance that he the most useful sort of work that he
dard remedy for women's ills, and haa seats three weeks before the contest
may be mistaken and I would hate to could have put in. Indeed it could restored
the health of thousands of suf- the promoters feel that they have a
have it said afterwards that I whip- have been called a real good day, and fering women. Why don't you try it ?
big proposition on hand. That is
ped a man who wasn't in any sort of the smile of assurance on the faces
what they booked this afternoon, all
shape. Why don't somebody make of all gathered about the rubbing dental punch to the
ot them good seats withfn ten rounds
jaw sent
him work?"
table at the close was illuminating.
of the stage.
liams reeling in their bout and
When assured that Johnson was
It is different out at Flynn'B mag- had to hold him up.
Antonio, Colo., asked for ten and
doing all that was considered neces- nificent Montezuma quarters.
the entire hour ot Flynn s Canon City enthusiasts have made
During
Back to his old rollicking, ways af- indoor work he was still for
sary to get himself In first class conscarcely reservations for 35, all of them to
dition fbr the meeting Flynn' was pan ter having given his friends more a full second.
When he is resting compose an auto party the day be
than one sleepless night during the between rounds, or supposed to oe, fore the contest.
tlally mollified.
Jim's brother Louis met Johnson time that he picked up the title of he is
R. P. Dickerson, Stanley Ketchel's
a little rootwork
executingon the road the morning before and "Turbulent Jim," Flynn today is one
around the ring or doing a few steps best friend and benefactor and upon
told Jim of it, telling him that John-Bo- of the sweetest of athletes as far as of
'
He's surely the glutton whose ranch the great, fighter met
dancing.
looked as if he was Just finishing disposition is concerned. He fairly
of the world for work and If any- his death, will bring a big party t
a long Journey over the hills.
shouted with exuberance as he trotthing has to be suppressed for fear friends from Springfield, Mo. Among
It will be three weeks from this ted down the hill to his quarters af- of
them will be B. F. Ufer, the Oklahohis overdoing It
morning that the big gladiators will ter the work of the afternoon, a try-After the work was over Ryan drew ma oil man who once managed Carl
take to the arena and the work of out that was filled with plenty of gin
the trainers' attention to the fact Morris, the exploded hope, Dicker-sotraining has developed into the final ger and spirit of the right sort.
that huge ridges of muscles are besays he may have a Pullman
stages. It hasn't changed a. great
Then It was that Jim grabbed me
Charles N. Spicer of Bisbee,
to appear around the power- full.
ginning
deal excepting in spirit from what by the hand and said he would rather ful shoulders and back of
the Pueblo Ariz., an old friend of Flynn, says he
it has been during the past two die than lose the battle and losing, fireman.
will bring ten people with him to
,
weeks.
would want to die before leaving the
"We're beginning to get the re- "see a new champion crowned," as
But 'you can all wager heavily that arena.
i
sults at last,'' sighed the sage as he he puts it.
the spirit is there, and there is "How can I lose when I'm in such
fcame intd, the cily last night
for the rubbers to begm
Flynn
signalled
subdued willingness in the camp of ehapi " is the question that he asks their
big grind on tbd chunky frame for' an automobile ride wfh his entire
the champion out at Oldtown where cdtispmtly. He radiates hope and of the Colorado strong man. The use- camp anJ paid a few lively visits
Is smilingly
polite and confidence, instilling it into all with less "meat" Is disappearing, leaving around the two towns. In his mail
suave from the boss of the Job down whom he comes in contact. In (his underneath the hardy looking skin today he received a prayer written
to the most lowly pf the helpers.
present mood one cannot help liking the bands of muscles that Jim ex- by a Seattle man, who says it cannot
Johnson is accepting the situation the former bear who frightened ev
pects will push him into a world's but bring him luck in his contest.
and all of its strange and picturesque erybody away and made life miser- title three weeks from this' morning.
Both men are receiving much mail
details with a great deal of compla- able for his helpers who were so
And Abdul the Turk, one of the that is at once amusing and personal,
cency. Indeed this feeling borders earnest in gating him into shape.
best rubbers in the country, began some- of it abusive and some so ridic
to the casual onlooker upon actual
And Flynn's whole appearance is
operations on the fireman today. This ulous as to stamp the senders as
carelessness and indifference. The changing with the progress of his made
Flynn more than pleased with the wildest of cranks.
champion himself loafs along through training work. His figure is becom the situation and- - as the Turk was
There were a dozen new arrivals
his idle hours and some of the sharps ing trim and neat with a waistline
old
his
different points today. Among
with
from
to
back
be
mighty glad
now here are complaining that he is now that denotes the athlete in propfriend Jim got extra good service. them being Mrs. Mark Lewis and son
not displaying the snap and ginger er Bbape for the great test. Best There is little doubt that Abdul is a of Chicago. Mr. Lewis has charge of
that' he should three weeks in ad' ot all his condition is showing in valuable addition to the camp.
the ticket sale and Is the busiest man
He
vance of such an important fight.
his utterdly changed disposition.
mornIn the new state at the present
well
this
was
satisfied
Flynn
But when one digs down under the went nine rounds yesterday, three ing to wake up and find he had trap-pe- time.
crust of the big black man one finds with Ryan, the sage of Syracuse, and
a young polecat near the house,
Among the reservations made
that the right spirit is there. John two each with Ray Marshall, Al WU Jim had a fine coop full of broilers
there were those for three own
son is not full of fuss or flurry, dif Hams and Howard Morrow. An acci- - that he' used for some of his dinners ers of Denver newspapers.
and they began to disappear In
CONVENTION OF BANKERS.
mysterious manner. It was apparent
Buffalo, N. T., June 13. The New
that the thief was an animal of some
-k.
sort and the trap this morning told York State Bankers' Association
its nineteenth annual convention
the tale. Jim Immediately fixed up
the animal in a
pose in front in Ihis city today, with headquarters
of the house and visitors, believelng
alive and Bleeping, gave it a wide
berth, much to the fighter's
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Continues Until Saturday Juno 29
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In our entire line of Dry Goods, Women's, Aliases and Children's wear,
Garments; Dress Goods,
including Women's and Hisses'
Muslin Underwear,
Knit
and
Wash
Goods,
Silks,
flillinery, Hosiery,
Notions, Laces, Embroideries. Veilings, Linens, Lace Curtains,
Draperies, Infants Goods, Parasols, Umbrellas, Stamped Goods, Boy's
Clothing, Hen's Nats and Caps, Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags, and all
Children's Shoes at
Read-to-We- ar

Rib-bon- s,

1

'

ONE THIRD OFF

17,-00-

-

it"

Baldwin house dresses, Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Cadet Hose, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Monogram Stencils,
Bedding, Butterick Patterns and Publications and Threads of all kinds.

Wun-derhos- e,

Don't Miss This Great Money Saving Opportunity
SALE FOR CASH ONLY
-

Nothing Exchanged

No Telephone Orders

Laa Veas'Loading Store

-

n

n

Established

South 5idoPla3i

1862

.rryboay

n

111
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CARDUI WORKED

Ryan is wearing a big smile these
days. He says he will shift the work
now to pulling and hauling for the
smaller of the sparring partners, usAfter
ing himself and Morrow for the
speedy work.
"He'll need plenty of speedy work
and will get It from now on," said the
sage at the close of the work. "I don t
helieve In a man slugging during
training. Speedy work, without the
careless boxing so often attending
the work of fighters In training, is
the best of all to my way of think,
ing."
Both Flynn and Johnson have
several offers of exhibitions
around this section of the country the
nights immediately following, the bat
tie, the offers being.of course, to the
winner of the contest,
Johnson, It is said, intends to Surryiaway the night of the Fourth tcr
Chicago, win or lose. But of course
he believes he will have the winner's
honors safely stowed away when he
boards the" Eastbound Limited at
11:05 that night. Flynn is said to
have no plans but will remain here
at least a day, possibly going to his
home In Pueblo first to see his moth
,

The?

New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits Everybody

It cults the most exacting French chef. It uits the housewife. It
is found in luxurious villas in camps in farms in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it ; everybody likes it It bakes, broils, roasts and
toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we scu the New
'
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle.

HewBerSction
Oil

Cook-stov-

e

All dealer, sell the stove It it handsomely
Gnithed in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
ahelvet, towel raciu, etc Long chimney, en1, 2 ot 3 burner.
ameled turquoae-blu- e.

Free

Cook-Boo-

k

-

with
every stove. JLl,
Cook

. Book

-

alio given to
anyone sending
5 cent to cover
mailing coat

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver,

Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butts,

j.

1

er.

L1KEA

CHARM

Operation Failed to Kelp.
Cardui WorKed Like a inarm.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.

He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his .personality and reputation behind his
'
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may haye in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to"

Buy

Advertised Goods

C

"I suffered witl
Jonesvllle, S.
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. B
Kendrlck, in a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they oper
ated on me, but I got no better. Thej
said medicines would do me no, good, at the LaFayette hotel. President
Walter H. Bennett presided at the inand I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to itial session this morning and the
Now,
improve, so I continued using
chief feature of the program was an
I am well, and can do my own work.
address by George M. Reynolds, presI don't feel any pains.
a
ident of the Continental and Commer
Cardui worked like charm."
There must be merit in this purely cial National bank of Chicago. The
vegetable, tonle remedy, for women
bankers devoted the afternoon to a
Cardui for it has been in successful
cruise on Lake Erie. At the concluduse for more than 50 years, for th
sessions tomorrow the prominent
ing
and
weakness
treatment of womanly
speakers will Include Sir Edmund
disease.
Walker, president of the Canadian
Please try It, for your troubles.
w
tn I .11m Ailvlcnrv Dent. Olltta
Bank of Commerce, and George K.
riooia Medicine Co., Chattanooira. Te nn., for Special
educational director of tne
Allen,
iw ntrntnu. ana
j"". ,
lor Women," (ant in plain wrapper, oa requaa.
American Institute of Banking.

We have on hand a complete stock of

it

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAS VEGAS LUMBER CO.
Phone Main 150

SXS6il!!

Old Town

..ft
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In service

VHAT NEV LAV IS

10

DO FOR THE

years:
pres-$4-

MS,

64,

$438.24;
$405.70;

66;

$63.69;

$S4,
68. $S4.
70, $120,
72. $120.
74. $120,

$454.51 ; 63,
63.
$421.92;
$681.74;
67,
$623.97;
69,
$516.84; 71.
$742.20; 73,
$670.32; 75,

$48.

'IS I,
$84,
1120,
1120,
$121,

HOW THE PENSION LEGISLATION
WILL AFFECT THEIR MONTHLY CHECKS
PLAYS AND PLAYERS

Kotk Island, Ill..June 13. An interesting estimate of thd prseiit or cash
value in terms of
of
the increase of pensions accorded to
veterans of the Civil War by tiie new
ato of congress effective May 11, was
made public here by actuaries of the
Modern' Woodmen of America. It is
explained that this compilation disregards whatever benefits of the legislation may accrue hereafter to the
"widows or dependents of the pensioned soldiers now living. Present value
means the amount of cash which, improved at four per cent compound Interest, will yield the sum of necessary to pay the Increase of pension
as often as It will fall due, according
to the "American Experience" mortality table.
The figures In the following paragraphs show successively the age of
the pensioner, annual increase of his
pension and present cash value of the
increase.
In service 90 days:
At age 62, annual increase $12, present value of increase $113.63; 63, $12.

4
William Courtenay may star next
soason in "Ready. Money,"
Frank Gilmore will again be leading man with Nazlmova next season.
James T. Powers Is writing a history of jig music in' England and
'
America.
Jessie Eonstelle will soon produce In
Buffalo a new play, called "Let Sarah
Do

It"

,

,

Klaw and Erlanger have the rights
to "Lola Montez," the new play by
Preston Gibson.
The Shuberts will next season send
three companies on tour in "A Butterfly on the Wheel."
"Excuse Me," the farce by Rupert
Hughes, la to be presented in several
v

European capitals.
Nat Goodwin is to make a starring
tour next season as Fagtn in a revival of "Oliver Twist."
Lew Dockstader will do a specialty
act in one of the scenes in "Mamma's
Baby Boy" In New York.
Charles Frohman next season will
65, $12, present a noted Swedish actress nam$107.48;
$109.56; 64, $12,
67, $36, ed Martha Hedman.
$101.42; 66,
$36, $232.18;
Felice Morris, daughter of the late
69, $36,
$268.27;'
$36,
$280.15; 68,
71, $36, Felix Morris is announced by Jesse
$248.05;
$256.57; 70; $36,
73, $33, Laskey as a feature in "1999".
$222.66;
$36,
$233.75; 72,
Blanche Bates i9 to have a new
75, $12,
$211.79; 74, $36, $201.10;
$63.50. .
play next season and will continue under the management of David Belasco.
In service 6 months:
Cecil Lean and Florence Holbrook
Increase
$18,
pres62,
At age
annual
ent value of increase $170.41 ;$3, $18, have collaborated in a new musical
65, $18, comedy which they may produce in
$158.22;
$18,
$164.34; 64,
66,
68,
69,
71,
73,
?268.13; 75,

$152.14;
$326.84;
$312.98;
$326.74;
$296.88;

'

$42.
$42,
$42,
$48,
$48,
$30,

$340.87;
$312.98;
$299.33;
$311.66;
$282.38;
$158.82.

67,
69,
70,
72,
74,

$42. Chicago.
San Francisco is
$42,
$48,
opera house

to have a million-dolla- r
and Tetrazzinni
$48; lhas agreed to open It when it is com
$48,

pleted.
Montgomery

and Stone are already
rehearsing the new musical play
In service 1 year:
in
At age 62, annual increase $24, pres- which they intend to produce late
summer.
$24,
the
63,
$227.26;
Increase
ent value of
Cohan and Harris intend to send
65, $24,
$210.96;
$219.12; 64, $24,
$48,
Little Millionaire" on tour with
"The
67,
$389.57;
$202.85; 66, $48,
69, $43, Charles King and Lila Rhodes in the
$357.70;
$373.54; 68, $48,
I
$60, principal parts.
71,
$408.42;
$60,
$342.10; 70,
who
created.tne
Wiesenthal.
r.rctn
73.
$60,
$389.58; 72, $60, $371.10;
$48, role of Sumuru'n, Is having a nf
75,
$352.99; 74, $60, $335.16;
written for her use by Dr: Ri
$254.11.
chard Strauss. '
In service 14 years.
The theatrical policies of the-lat- e
$30,
pres
Increase
annual
At age 62,
was drowned
ent value of Increase $284.67; 63, $30, Henry B. Harris, who
will be consteamer
Titanic,
on
$30,
the
65,
$263.70;
$30,
$273.90; 64,
his father.
widow
and
his
67.
$54,
tinued by
$233.56; 66, $54, $438.26;
author of
the
$54,
Montgomery,
James
69,
$402.11;
$54,
$420.23; 68,
for the
will
adapt
$78 "Ready Money,"
71,
$78, $530.95;
$3S4.86; 70,
for A. H. Woods, the
American
$78,
stage,
73,
$482.43,
$78,
$306.45; 72,
75, $84, Viennese opera "The Woman Hater's
$458.87; 74, $78, $435.71;
mo-ope-

$444.70.

In service
At age 62,

et

valiie of

$328.68;

64,

$304.27; 66,
$4C6.92;

68,

$427.62; 70
72,
$564.77; 74,
$635.28.
$623.33;

Club."
Glen Macdonough and Raymond
2 years:
Hubbell
have collaborated on a musi$36,
pres
annual increase
cal play called "American Extravaincrease $340.88; 63,
$36,
65,
gance Abroad." Klaw and Erlanger
$316.44;
$36,
67, $60, will produce the piece next fall.
$60, $486.96;
.

$60,
$96,
$96,
$96,

$447.12;
$653.47;
$593.76;
$536.26;

years:
service
At age 62, annual increase
Ant VfllllA Of increase $397.70;

jn

2

65
$42, $354.98;
$560.30;
67, $72,
69, $72, $513.14;
$108, $701.24;
71,
$635.36;
73. $108,
$667.98
$603.29; 75, $120, $635.28.

$369.18;
$584.35;
$536.54;
$735.16;

$i,

69, $60,
71, $96, COMMENCEMENT AT MINNESOTA
Minneapolis, Minn., June 13 Five
73, $96,
e
students re75, $120, hundred and fifty-nin-

ceived their diplomas from President
George B. Vincent today at the anpres nual commencement exercises of the
$42, University of Minnesota. The address
to the graduating class was delivered
.$'
$72, by Dr. Albert Shaw, the New York
$108, editor and publicist

$42,
63,
66,
68,
70,
72, $108.
74, $108

wnmen who bear children and re

EPWORTH

LEAGUE MEETING.

Spartanburg, S. C., June 13. Many
visitors arrived ia Spartanburg today
to attend the annual conference of
the South Carolina ' fcipworth league.
The gathering will be in session
three days and will have as speakers
Bishop John C Kllgo and several other churchmen and religious workers
of wide prominence.

main healthy are those who prepare
When your' child Has whooping
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids cough be careful to keep the cough
coming.
worn tne crisis loose and expectoration easy by giving
nature in Its
to the de- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
unequal
her
system
finds
Is often be required. This remedy will also
and
she
It,
mands made upon
chronic liquify the tough mucus and make It
or
health
weakened
left with
easier to expectorate. It has been usso
is
No remedy
truly a ed
ailments.
successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and sure.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
For sail by all
and no expectant mother should fail dealers.
to use It. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
It is now. well known that not more
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas- than one case of rheumatism in ten
which
muscles
and
fibres
tic those
equires any Internal treatment whatnature Is expanding, prevents numb- ever. All that is needed is a free apInflamness of limbs, and soothes the
plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
glands. The system and massaging the parts at each apmation of breast
'
being thus prepared by Mother's plication. Try it and see how quickFriend dispels the fear that the crisis ly it will relieve the pain and sore-less-.
Mother's
Sold by all dealers.
may not be safely met
Friend assures a speedy and complete
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
recovery for the mother, and she Is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered all kinds of pains in her back and
rearing of her
Mother's
child.
hips on account of kidney trouhl-- j and
sold
at
Friend Is
rheumatism. "I got some of Folef"
-kidney Pills and eiter taking them for
drug
Mi
free
Write for our
k
a few days thefe was a wonderful
book for expectchance in my case, for the rain entiremuch
contains
ant mothers which
ly left my back snd hips and I am
raluable Information, and many sug- thankful there 's such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Pills." O. O Sshaefer
gestions of a helpful nature.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
JSRaDFIELD REGULATOR CO., A tint. Ce,
pre-nat-

stores.

ALFALFA FIELDS

SOD-BOUN- D

DRY FARM PRINCIPLES

ent value of increase

$598.67;
$779.16;
$705.96;
$633.28.

SOLDIERS

.

3

At age 62, annual increase $48,
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Methods Employed In Regenerating
Vary Great Deal Disking n
Most Popular System.
(By H. F. PATTERSON.)

Proper Preparation of Seed
Has Many Advantages.

Bed

Ths methods used in regenerating
in old field of alfalfa vary a great
leal. Perhaps the method that Is System of Culture Outlined to Favor,
used to the largest extent throughout
Conservation
of Soil Moisture
ill of the northwest states ts the methand Adapted to Regions of
od of disking the land early In toe
Limited Ralnfal
Whether or not it is a good
ipring.
Is
a
question (By PROF. A. M. TEN EYCK. Superinplan to disk alfalfa land
upon which there has been much diftendent WUra Kanaw Experiment
Station.)
ference of opinion. However, if this
In
a dry climate the proper preparawork is done properly there seems to
tion
of the seed bed has several imbe a good reason for so handling our
The cultivation
portant advantages.
field.
In localities where there is but a of the land after harvest tends to consmall amount' of rainfall and where serve the moisture already stored in
The furrowed land is In
the soli becomes hard and impervious the solL
to water it is a very good practice to good condition to catch and store the
follow. Then again In regions where rain and the later cultivation clears
there is sufficient rainfall and where the land of weeds and volunteer wheat
the winter season is open, the thawing and leaves a mellow soli mulch to
and freezing will tend to looBen up the conserve the moisture which has been
and
ground and In that way have the same stored in the subsoil The early faeffect as disking in the arid regions-I- t continued cultivation of the soil
is a
fact that the disk- vors the action of the bacteria and the
of
cause them to be- development of available plant food.
will
the
stems
ing
By practicing this method the farmcome very much thicker. However, in
in
disking alfalfa there is some danger er may cultivate a larger area early
in that the crowns very often become the season when the soil is in good
infected with fungus diseases which condition to cultivate, when, if it had
will oftentimes destroy the entire been necessary to plow the whole area,
plant We must keep this in mind and some of the land might become too
must govern our actions accordingly. dry to plow well. Likewise the later
That is, we must use extreme care in plowing leaves the soil too lose and
order that the crowns of the plants not in good seed bed condition.
In preparing land for corn or other
will not be injured to any great exintertilled crops the listing may be
tent.
The disking of course will cut the done late In the fall or during the winThe usual plan
crowns and there is always the danger ter or oarly spring.
that the fungus diseases will set in. being to split the ridges with the lister
However, if we are careful and do not later in the spring, when the corn is
alow the diseases' in our fields on the planted, or the corn or kafflr corn may
start and are careful that our disk is be planted by listing in the same furIt is advisable to harrow the
very clean, this danger will be almost row.
entirely eliminated. The disk should listed field once or twice before plantbe so set that it will cut the crowns ing to destroy weeds, or prevent oil
of the plants rather than gouge them drifting and to preserve a mellow soil
out. Some farmers have had success mulch to conserve the water which has
by getting the disk nearly straight and been stored In the subsoil. In preparrunning the disk each way. This will ing land for corn, the early listing has
divide the crown into four equal por- proved equal to early plowing and sutions and each part will send up a new perior to early disking, as Bhown by
alfalfa plant and in that way the stand the experiments at the Kansas station.
will be materially thickened.
In the drier portions of the great
Then again it is well to disk the
alfalfa field when the field has become plains area, where the annual rainfall
Infested with blue grass and dande- is not sufficient to produce a crop
lions, which will choke out a large every year, it becomes necessary to
'
amount of the alfalfa.
practice a system of summer fallowing
Farmers have also had success by every third or fourth season, or In alputting on from five to six pounds oi ternate years in localities of least rainalfalfa seed, especially upon fields fall, in order to store moisture asd dethat have become infested with dande- velop plant food and thus insure the
lions. It is sometimes a good plan to production of a profitable crop each
add a small amount of clover seed to year.
the alfalfa. The clover .germinates
Deep plowing either in the fall or
very rapidly and will get a good start spring, and frequent surface cultivaand will thus keep down the weeds. tion as described above, is the method
The clover will die out in a year oi of summer fallowing which has given
two and we will still have a good the best results t the Montana, weststand of alfalfa. We would suggest ern Nebraska and western Kansas ex' , '
the following d!f this plan upon a larg, periment statlous.
Another good method where the soli
number of our alfalfa fields that have
grown alfalfa for three or four years. is Inclined to blow is to list the ground
By getting in and disking it is pos- into furrows in the fall, leveling the
sible to thicken up the stand to such ridges early In the spring and plowing
an extent that we can grow our alfalfa about the first of June, giving suffiupon the same field for three or fout cient cultivation during the balance of
years longer and still obtain large and the season to destroy the weeds and
The best time to prepare a good seed bed.
profitable crops.
disk the alfalfa is in the early spring
The weeder is better adapted for harbecause the young plants can thus ob- rowing wheat and other small grains
tain a very early start.
than the common harrow, but the harrow may be used when the ground is
firm. The writer questions whether It
Implements for Dry Farm,
A
for the best work is necessary or advisable as a rule to
should be supplied with the following barrow wheat If due precautions have
implements in addition to the neces- been taken in preparing the seed
bed.
sity of wagons and band tools:
where
Under certain conditions,
One plow.
One diBk.
't'
heavy rains firm and puddle the soil, it
may be advisable to harrow, but very
i One smoothing harrow.
One drill seeder.
young grain may be injured by harrowOne harvester or header.
ing, and after the wheat covers the
One mowing machine.
ground, harrowing is unnecessary. The
harrowing of wheat at regular intervals at the Kansas, Nebraska and
Montana experiment stations has not
resulted favorably. Without question,
the proper preparation of the seed bed
is a much more important factor In the
growing of small grains, than the cultivation after seeding.
The Cultivation of Intertilled Crops,
While IP Is a disputed point among
authorities whether It pays to harrow
The best fertilizer for the garden is wheat and other sowed crops, there is
rotted stable manure.
no difference of opinion regarding the
, The corn grader is a necessity on necessity or value of frequent cultivaevery farm where the corn planter is tion of corn and of all other crops usuused.
planted in rows. 'The main purDiversified gardening is the safest ally
pose being, as described here, to keep
course for growers supplying local down the weeds and maintain a melmarkets.
low soil mulch as far as
Fresh seed you must have to be during the growing season ofpracticable
the crop.
good, and good seed Is necessary to There is some disagreement regarding
a
get satisfactory crop.
the depth and frequency of cultivation
Onion seed for ripe onions should desirable.
The writer favors rather
be sown as early as the ground can
cultivation in our drier, hotter
deep
be worked in good order.
climate, and after every hard rain if
Do not plant short rows, but let
possible or at least sufficient to keep
them run the whole length of the the weeds in check.
garden If need be why not?
It Is not necessary or practicable to
In setting plants, if the top Is toe
attempt to cultivate after every rain,
off.
of
it
cut
will
It
part
long
prevent and there is no virtue in the admoniwilting, and the plant is more apt to tion "Keep the cultivator going in a
grow.
If the soil has been well
time."
To grow crisp early vegetables the dry
stirred and the mulch Is of sufficient
soil must be kept thoroughly pulverdepth, to cultivate again would be a
ized and well filled with rotted stabl loss of time and
might do actual' harm
manure.
by drying out the deeper portion of
should
be
in
beans
drilled
String'
the soil mulch and also causing a too
double rows six Inches' apart with fine and dusty condition of
the surface
Just enough space between to allow soil unfavorable to the absorption of
for cultivation.
when
the rain comes and famoisture
Nitrate of soda will force the growtb vorable to the blowing 'or
drifting of
of melons, tomatoes and other plants the soil in
strong winds.
A tablespoonful scattered about each
Such a system of culture as outtomato plant and slightly raked in lined here is intended to favor the
results.
will produce good
conservation of soil moisture, and is
It requires some ingenuity to bring thus especially adapted
to regions
tender, young plants through their where a limited or irregular rainfall
first three weeks of existence when makes ihe most careful methods of soil
the sun is bitting them at about 120 culture necessary In order to store and
degrees but it pays.
conserve the water in the soli and get
the most use from it in the produc-tio- a
Promptness Pays.
of crops.
The principles stated
at
the right tlm above have been known
It is doing things
and
flock
and never neglecting the
for s raorv or less for a long time. practiced
Ia fact.
single day &at brings success.
well-know- n

dry-farm-

dry farming Is simply good tillage
and thorough cultivation of the soil,
at the fight time, in the right way, and
In a systematic manner.
Scientific farming pays, everywoerei.
writer believes In the practlcabiV
ity of thorough tillage and good cultV
vation on every farm, and the Increase
In crops by such farming
will more
than pay for the extra labor. But the
great problem In western agriculture
today is not how to get larger crops
out of the soil for a few years, but
rather how to produoe paying crops
every year and at the same time maintain the fertility and productiveness ot
the land.
Simple tillage will not maintain soil
fertility. It becomes necesary finally
to replace the plant food, exhausted by
the continuous growing ot crops, with
tne application of manure, or chemical
fertilizers, and by green manuring and
the rotation of crops, In which the legume crops, such as alfalfa or clover
or field peas or vetch, are introduced
in order to restore again the nitrogen
and organic matter, the supply ot
which has become more rapidly reduced by intensive cultivation.
The supply of organic matter may be
in part maintained by plowing under
tli i stubble and by carefully saving the
straw and manure and returning It
again to the soil.
A regular and systematic rotation of
crops has not yet come Into general
practice In the western plains country. Flax Is extensively grown in the
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northern states;, the sorghums are an
important crop In Kansas and the
states further south; alfalfa la grown
successfully in the eastern edge of the
dry farming belt and in the more favorable locations farther west, bat
wheat is the great western crop. The
great plains region is particularly
adapted for growing hard red wheat
of excellent quality, the beat bread
making wheat In the world, and it
must continue to be as it is today the
great wheat producing area of our
country.
Any general system of crop
rotation, therefore, adapted to the
west must include wheat as the great

LAS VEGAS AUTO & HCII. CO.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

crop.
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Under Certain Circumstances lmple
merit Can Be Profitably Ued
Not Heavy to Haul.
The disk plow is not very thoroughly understood. Although it is mere
ly criticized and many are skeptical
about its value, it has Its advantages,
and in its place and tinder certain di
cumstances it Is a profitable tooL
It Is of great serrioe to tne Cannes
whose farm is in a part of the country
subject to droughts where the soil la
too dry to be plowed easily.
The disk is not at home in wet aoU.
Nor should it be used in foul fields
which have tobe well cat and completely turned over to cot up fin
grasses and weeds and thoroughly annihilate the pests. During a wet
growing time the disk plow is of no
use because it does no good to partly
cut the ground and cover it ,wlth a
little loose soil.
Just as with other tools, a great ad
vantage Is gained by knowing how to
use a disk plow. Some farmers set
the disks too far apart, which is not
wise because one cannot count on a
disk turning a furrow more than 13
inches across. It Is more advisable to
use more disks and set them close together. In this way the farmer can
get his soil pulverized better than he
' '
can in any other way.
The disk plow is not expensive to
buy and is not heavy to haul' The
tact that it is of no use in wet ground'
is in some senses a good thing. Some
farmers will, In order to hurry on the
work, plow with the mold board when
the soil is too wet and unfit to be
plowed.
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or call ' and we will have oar demonstrator

Telephone
show you.
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ROUND TRIP SUMMER

PUEBLO, COLO. $11.00

.

COLORADO

Fowler Props
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.

SPRINGS $13.70

DENVER $16.60

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

$40.30

ST. PAUL, MINN $45.30

CHICAGO, ILL

$46.30

.Also fates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
.
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
'and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 3lst, 1912.
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Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date o

stunted

poorly-nourishe-

filly should not be bred.
Food plays an Important part in the
growth and development of the colt
Failure to secure profits in hog raising are usually due to mismanagement.
at
, Ewes that are in bad condition
their
lambing time frequently disown
v
lambs.
Many lambs are far from being as
good Individuals as either of .their
parents.
Match horses with reference to size
and motion particularly, to color, if
you can.
When you begin to train a young
horse, do It with mingled firmness and
goodness.
When the hogs fail to gain at least
a pound a day It is time to say good-bto them.
Great care should be used in watering the horses. A little and often Is
the best way.
If a hog seems to be ailing, separate
it from the herd at once and give
watchful care.
If you find it necessary to change
the horse's feed, cut the amount
down for a time.
It is conducive to health and economical pork production to have an
alfalfa swine pasture.
When ten days old, dock your
and castrate those not kept for rams
at about two weeks old.
Sheep are timid, nervous creatures,
and all excitement and roughness
should be avoided lu aandllng them.
,

y
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land office, one of six In New Mexico,
transacted the following business:
Eight commutation " proofs, l.isu
'
acres, $1,800.
Excess 4.39 acres, $5.49.
Mineral entries, 15 acres, $77.60.
Desert land entries, $274.69 acres,

ADDITIONAL

ON THE POLICE

$68.67.
M.

EDITOR

M. PADGETT

' Desert land, act of June
; ,
acres, $120'.
' Final desert land
entries,

22,
C0

Lu,

Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis-

acres,
MAYOR

Original

"

$C43.4G.

homestead.

6,9.1 4

acres,

At its regular meeting laBt night the
city council conferred upon the police
committee and the mayor the power
to appoint all such additional police
officers as are necessary to preserve
peace and order during the period Im
mediately preceding and following the
Johnson-Flynba'rjle for the heavy
of the world on
July 41 The various oounoilmen ex
pressed 'their belief that many extra
poltcenjen, will be necessary. A letter
from Beno, Nev 'stated that the i
lice foro of that city was Increased
to 61 men during the time preparations for the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
'battle
were being made.
Mayor Taupert said that a report
Max H. Jfonfoya, Socorro county.
lJ
had been circulated to 'the effect that
$5,157.24.
John F. Taylor, Curry county. the city authorities have promised to
allow Las Vegas to become a wide
$2,423.89.
town during the period the large
open
M. B. Jones,.-- Roosevelt
county.
crowds are here for the fight. He said
,
$1,93.38.
Fidel Cordova, Taos county, $2,-- such a report Is founded on falsehood
and that the policy of the city has
771 11B
been against allowing gambling or
Game protection fund, $17.50
John BcMcManus, convicts' earn games of chance of any kind to flourish on the streets, while shooting galings, $747.11.
leries and other entertainment places
New Game Warden.
liTrinidad C, de Baca,; yesterday af are informed, when they are issued
allowed
is
if
gambling
ternoon succeeded Thomas P. Gable censes, that
as game and flBh warden for New they will be closed up. Mayor Tan
to Gov
Mexico. He retains the pame office pert declared he had written
rumor
the
McDonald
ernor
denying
quarters on the first floor of the cap!-to- l
that city authorities would counte- building.
ance gambling, and informing him
Assistant Traveling Auditor.
that the city would go so far as it leTraveling Auditor and Bank Exam- could to prevent, it but that it
gally
lner Howell Earnest has appointed L.
the
is
place of the county officials ti
B Wootfcers of Clayton, Union coun
enforce he state laws against gamb-- i
ty, assistant traveling auditor and as
"
sistant bank examiner. Mr. Wootter Hng.
when
arose
discussion
Considerable
Is a young man of family, is well
Alderman Wiegand asserted the mayor
Qualified and comes well recommendand street committee had no right to
ed. He is making arrangements to
so much money for cleaning
expend
take up his residence at Santa Fe at
BppH'-sUnfi.-
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Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
responsible for loss.
Specimen

copies
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KOash In Advance

-

AUTHORIZED TO TAKE
PRECAUTIONS FOR PRESERV
ING ORDER BEFORE FIGHT

One cancellation.

sion through the United State malli
Original,, act February 19, 2,721
'
M second class matter.
acres, $150.
. t
Original, June 22', SM'acres, $106.40.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Final liouifstea :U, ,;7,957 acres,
$327.26. V
Dally, by Carrier:
$ .05
Per Copy
5 acres, $10.
Mineral
15 - Lien
One Week
eltjetknia S33.9j acres. $4.00,
One Month
J I
,
Testimony--fl0,4,0.760
One Tear
Business at the land; office is 'fallDaily by MH
ing off aud after .Utojitnte hryijpBiect-V.J6.00 ed Its lands,
One Tear
pickings will be very
00
a Months
small except, pe.rhapSj a to.OBlesfcJi
eiate Funat,
'WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK..
State Treasurer O." N. Marron has
GROWER
received the following remittances:
12.00
One Tear
M. F. Downes.'fjfant; county, $14,Blx Months
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$360.
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ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
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of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
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to publish a Hen ordinance covering
the property in question and that the
cost of publication could not be included in th4 lien. After some discussion the council voted to defer action
until after the finance emmittee and
city attorney had made a more careful
investigation.
A tax ordinance providing for a levy
of 13
mills was introduced for the
purpose or creating revenue for all
The levy, by Items,
city purposes.
Is as follows:
Interest on general re
f
mills
funding bonds, 3 and
fire drydrant rental, 2 mills; park
maintenance, one-hamill; library
maintenance,
mill; general
purposes, 7 mills. The various Item
are the same as those in the levy for
last year. The ordinance will be pub
lished according to law.
The city clerk having reported
automobile licenses and a
number of busineess licenses, making
.alptaJjPf $483.70. The cjerk'g collec
tions for May were $486.20. There has
been some dispute as tq the right of
the city to collect automobile licenses
and the matter has been referred to
the attorney general for investlgatlqn.
City Attorney E. V. Long Informed the
council that tt 1b his opinion that the
tax Is legal and can be collected. He
Btated, however, that legal author!
ties' differ upon . the subject
Dr. C. C. Gordon, city physician, re
ported that only two deaths had oc
curred In the city during the month
of May, both being of
He said the city should feel proud of
its record for healthfulness. His report also showed the birth of three
infants, two girls and one boy, last

once and assumes his duties today.
Applications foi Parole.
The following
persons, having
served their, mlnlriiinr sentence, have
applied for parol. Action on same
will be taken at a .meeting of tne
board of penitentiary commissioners
to be held June
William
Stewart, McKinley county; Jesus Lopez, Grant county; Juan Jose Galle-go-

Dont fall to make these unusual advantages yours. So many of them
that we can not mention all In this limited space. A visit to the Store will
disclose other unmentioned Bargains in abundance.
AMERICAN
$4.50 values
$4.00 values
$3.50 values
$2.60 values
$1.75 values

.

month.

The reports of Police Judge Murray
and Chief of Police Coles showed that
1 3 arrests had occurred in May.
The
on"
"move
the
been
has
using
city
policy In place of expending large
amounts In feeding prisoners. The
system 'has been working well and
much money has been saved and the
city has been rid of undesirable characters, i Heavy sentences have 'been
given persons arrested and convicted
of infractions of the ordinances and
they have been told, upon being re
leased, that if they again break the
laws they will be obliged to serve out
the first sentence and another one In
,
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LADY CORSETS

for
for

$3.50
3.00
2.60
1.69
1.25

for......
for
for

SILK GLOVES
In Tan, Brown Gray
$1.25 values for ,

I

I

45c

HANDKERCHIEFS
50c values for
,

25c

2c

value for
values for
15c values for

35c
25c

15c
10c

WASH

BAGS
In White and Colors
$2.00 values
$1.50 values
.65 values

for
for
for

$1.25
1.03
43

i.'...19e

for
for
tor
for
for

15c to 35o values

.

...15o

..12c;

,...10e

15o
12c

25e

12c

, MEN'S SHIRTS
'.
values for
SI . 25 values for.
$1.00 values for....
75c value for

''

for....'. ...12c

for...........

$1,50
1.25
75

BED SPREADS

MISSES' 8AIL0R WAISTS
White With Blue Cuffs and Collars
75c
$1.75 values for
BROCADE PONGEE

,,

value for

RED-BLUE-BL- ACK

65c
45c

LINENS ALL COLORS
43c
60c value for
;.25c
40c values for..
...15c
25c values for

.

.,

98c
85c

$1.50

' BLACK

WASH WAISTS
$3.00 values
$2.50 values for....,
$1.50 values for

60o

......25c

7C

$5.00
$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50
.35c .. $1.75

LADlfeS WASH BELTS ALL COLORS 15c VALUES FOR
'
SERPENTINE CREPS ALL COLORS 20c VALUES FOR- PERCALES 15c VALUES FOR... ....
SILKOLINES ALL COLORS 15c VALUES FOR
FLAXONS ALL COLORS 20c VALUES FOR

'U

TOWELS
35c Linen Hnck
20c Linen Huc fc
15c Lintm HucK....
40c Bath
25c Hath

'

LOT CHILDREN'S
STOCKINGS

75c

AniFft' FMBBDIDFRFn

'

values
values
values
values
10c values

35o
25o
20c
15o

ONE

values for

65o

LAWNS
all Colors

values
values
values
values
value
values

for.

$3.98
3.25

for..

.2.73

for.
for

2.50
1.75
1.10

Jor
for.

9c

12ic
8

.

l--

10c

12k

.
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V Lace Collar and Cuff Sets all new Shapes. Lace and Embroidery Col
lars. Large Auto Veils In all the New Shades.
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the city without bringing the matter addition.
before the attention of the council.
In addition to Mayor Taupert there
Mayor Taupert replied that while the were present at last night's council
cost of cleaning had been $1,257.75, meeting Aldermen Raynolds,
Hays,
over. 2,000 loads of rubbish had beert Martin, Qninn, Forsythe, Stern ana
removed to the dumps. The mayor Wiegand and Olerk ChiVles Tamme.
said the cleanup was worth the price
made
Mortem
and that the' city had been
The regular meeting' of1
cleaner than it has been at any time Woodmen of America Wiil ie htlrt
since its incorporation. It was brought tomorrow evening in the Wool.uen ol
out that the cleanup cost had been the World hall.
Socorro county.''
held down through the assistance of
Meeting of Dental Board.
which
the street railway company,
All members of the Fraternnl
A three days' session of the New
hauled aahea to repair the streets and Brotherhood are requested to meet in
Mexico dental hoard will be held In removed the
refuse free of charge, the the O. R. C. hall tomorrow afternoon
Santa Fe nexj Monday,, Tuesday and
city being obliged simply to pay tha at 1:30 o'clock to attend the fjneral
In connection there wages of a few men. Included In tha
Wednesday.
'
,
ol Mrs. Laura McCall.
with there will be a free clinic.
$1,527.75 said the mayor, were the sal
ary of Officer Kelly and the cost of
The Missionary society of the First
maintaining the city team, both fixed Methodist church will hold a tea Friexpenses, and much of the expend day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
WOLGASI IS TWO
was Incurred in filling up holes form- F. H. Crail, 909 Fifth street Mite
ed by settling of the sewer trenches.
this time.
TO ONE FAVORITE Mr. Wlegand said he thought the work boxes will be opened ofat the
church
All ladies and friends
done waa excellent but he was uncon are invited to be
present.
vinced of the right" of the mayor to
MEN WITH MONEY BELIEVE HE
proceed to "expend so much money
WILL DEFEAT JOE RIVERS ON
' The funeral of Mrs. Laura McCall,
without asking the council to make who died
yesterday at the .Decker
JULY 4
an appropriation.
will be held tomornw afterhospital,
That the council should have held noon at 2:30 o'clock at the McCall
Los Anjgelesv CaliL, June 13. T. J.
out a portion of the contract price of
McOarey, the prize, fight promoter un the sewer in order to make repairs home, 910 Prince street Interment
will be in the Masonic cemetery Rev.
der whose auspices Ad Wolgast of
necessary during the first year, due to E. C. Anderson, pastor of .toe 'irsi
Cadillao, Mich., lightweight champion
settling of the trenches, etc., wa? Methodist church, will orti :idto at
of the world,' Fill meet Joe Rivers of
brought out when a bill of Vogt and the services.
Los Angeles at Vernon July 4, an
Lewis for repairing pipes that had
nounced today that James J. Jeffries been laid
improperly was presented.
posUvely would .referee the fight.
Several adermen suggested that this
John Cook was arreBted last night
MoOarey said that Jeffries had sug expense should have been borne bj
Officer Pierce Murphy upon the
by
fice.
gested that he aot as third man in the contractors, but, since they have
of William Whalen, of the
complaint
two
an
the ring
more referees been
JHhat
Incorporation.
In full, It Is impossible now Las Vegas Auto and Machine shop.
paid
Incorporation papers were filed to- one on each side, be engaged. Mc- to hold them liable. The city has According to the story, Cook who had
day by the Federal Investment com- Carey stated he was uncertain as 10 been obliged to pay out considerable been hanging around the graga.e was
pany of Tucumcari, Quay county. The whether he would'follow Jeffries' sug- sums In sewer repairs and doubtless ordered by Whalen to leave and re
capitalization is $15,000. The incor- gestion. Work on the new arena will have to pay out much more. The fused to do so. Whalen forcibly eject
porators and directors are: I. N. Wil where the fight will be staged prob council is trying to arrive at some ed the young man, who proceeded to
liams, C. V. Robinson, M. H. Koch ably will be begun tomorrow. Plans plan for the creation of a sewer mainthe building. Whalen repeatC. H. Rankin, C. B. Hamilton and F. call for a seating capacity of nearly tenance fund. The entire matter was ed the
trick of grabbing the young
to11,0,00.
MoOarey said the betting
M. 'Clohgh, all of Tucumcari,-eacreferred to the street and alley com- fellow by the back of the neck and
' 400 shares, and G. W. Evans, Jr., of day made Wolgast a 2 to 1 favorite.
mittee to report at the next meeting seating him in the street. It is said
Tucumcari, 600 shares.
Members of the council last nlghi that Cook becoming
enraged used
New National Cemetery Superin
were sworn In as members of the city abusive
WICKLIFfE'S FUNERAL
and threatened to
language
tendent.
Louisville, Ky., June 13. Kentucky police force and will have power to
,';
get a gun and shoot Whalen. Whalen
Colonel; E. W. Kendall, superin paid final honors to a native son to make arrests, in order to assist the called Officer Murphy and Cook's artendent of the national cemetery, has day when the body of Robert C. Wlck-liff- regular policemen during the fight rest followed. Later in the
evening
the Louisiana congressman who Mayor Taupert also stated that he had after Cook had
just received word from the departquieted down, Whalen
ment at Washington that Captain A. was killed by a""traih".near Washing appointed Jack Curley assistant chief withdrew his
complaint and the boy
C. E. Von Nyvenheim. a retired army ton last Monday, was buried in Cave of police, for the reason that Curley was released.
officer from Chattanooga, Tenn., has Hill cemetery here. In the funeral Is acquainted with a large number of
been ordered to relieve him of his party were Mrs. Wickliffe and her crooks and pickpockets, having seen
Announcements of the marriage of
duties at Santa Fe on June, 24, and daughter, and Senators Foster and them In large crowds at' various sport
a
Colonel Kendall Is to arrange to leave Thornton of Louisiana; Representa ing events, and can be of great as Miss Anna W. Vance,
formerly
Immediately for Cold Harbor, Va., to tives Dupree, Estopinal, Ransdeil and sistance In driving these undesirables teacher in the New Mexico Normal
assume charge of the large national Broussard and Watkins of Louisiana: from the city.
University, to James R. Coxen, who
The council discussed the manner waa at one time teacher of manual
cemetery at that place, not later than Thistlewood of Illinois, " Hawley of
June 29.
Oregon, Taggart of Kansas and Can- - of collection of sidewalk liens, one training at the Normal school, which
Land Office Business.
trill of Kentucky.
having been pending over a piece of occurred in Santa Ana, Calif., on May
Receiver of the federal land office
property near the Castle achool for 30, have been received In Las Vegas
several years. Mr. Wiegand said the by friends of the young couple. Mrs.
FiGHT BILL VETOED '
Fred Muller, believes that the three- 13
Governor
act
cut
will
down
June
homestead
Ariz.,
Phoeuit,
city should take steps at once toward Coxen is the daughter of Rev, and
year
the receipts 6f the land office mater- Hunt vetoed today the V.ii permitting the collection of the lien In order Mrs. Thomas Vance of Santa Ana, and
In that the contractor might receive his taught Latin at the Normal several
ially, as it will cut out practically all CO round prize lights In. Arizona.
commutations. This will result in a inessaae ta the legislatifj Cove:nor pay. A report from City Attorney E. years, resigning and going to Califorthe consolidation of the smaller land Hunt declared the bill was a step V. Long, which was read to the coun nia two years ago. Mr. Coxen taught
'
offices.
cil, stated that it would be necessarj at the Normal three years ago.
During May, the Santa Fe backward.

Santa Fe, N. M., June 13. Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
jthat .there will be no Joint
Of theKew Mexico National
Guard and the regular army In tnis
fetate this summer. It seems that the
Tiffoopg' ftre too busy along the border
d permit of any maneuvers in this
section. Adjutant General Brookes
has now taken up with the war department the original plan which had
teen abandoned on account of Its
costliness, to send the New Mexico
National Guard to northern California to participate in the maneuvers
there.. He expects to have definite
pews in the near future.
Senate Journal Completed.
'
Chief Clerk John Joerns and his
stenographic assistants have completed the senate Journal. It makes BOD
pages.
ypewrltten
'
Order of Survey.
,
(Surveyor General John W. March
Jiaa signed an order of survey to John
McKee, deputy u. S. mineral surveyor, at Hanover, Grant county, for
the Bully Hill lode, Central mining
pistrlct, Grant county.
Chief Clerk Fairfield Resigns.
'
Chief Clerk Charles W. Fairfield
n the office of State Auditor William
O. Sargent, has resigned, effectiv
July 15. Mr. Sargent has not yet
made up his mind fully as to Mr.
Fairfield's successor or as to who will
tie appointed voucher clerk :ln the ofan-anc-
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 13. Today's early
btock market was in moat essentials
a repetition of the preceding today.
Trading was scarcely more active and
no less professional, but the under
tone was decidedly more firm. This

applied especially to the leaders,
Reading, Lehigh Valley, Union Pacific and a few Issues in that class, all
making gains, but with little effect
on the rest of the list. Bonds were
steady,
American Cotton Oil preferred de
clined over two points probably in
sympathy with the weakness' In other
fertilizer issues. The movement oth
erwise was listless and without significance. The market closed steady.
Dealings in minor specialties absorbed
most of tbe limited business of the
final hour. Guggenheim exploration
signalized Its admission to the stock
The
exchange by rising
points.
closing sales for the day were:
87
Amalgamated Copper
131
American Beet Sugar

TRY AN. AD. IN THE,

OPTIC'S
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"WANT COLUMNS

i

GOODjSl OF QUALITY
WELL WORTH

3'

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, June 13. Call money 2
to 4; Mexican
3; prime paper 3

dollars

cents.

48

TO FOOT FOR EVFRYONP

133
118
119
167
109
169
69
110

Reading

..

.

A special train 'with J.' M. Kurn, Of
La Junta, superintendent of the western grand division of the 'Santa Pe,
and Division Superintendent F. L.
Myers, of this city, as passengers, ar-

rived in Las Vegas this afternoon at
Mr.
2:30 o'clock from Albuquerque.
Kurn stopped off in Las Vegas, and,
accompanied by Air. Myers, made the
trip up to the Hot Springs branch thi3
atfernoon. Mr. Kurn has been on a
trip over the Rio Grande division,
viisting the points that suffered in the
recent high waters. Mr. Myers went
to Albuquerque only last night.

E

OUTFITTERS F.ROH HEAD

.106 &

Atchison

THE-PRIC-

RETAILERS OF

BOYS'
Scout Shoes, Adamant Suits, Cadet Blouse Waists, Iron Clad
'
Hose, Hals and Caps
t

r-

WOMEN'S!
PalmerSuits, Lord and Taylor's Hose, King Waists. Ziegler
Brothers and Kippendorf Dittman Shoes and Oxfords
';

'

MEN'S

-

train of nine cars of
and. equipment en route from
San Francisco to Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, la due to pass through Las
Vegas this eevning at 5 o'clock. The
soldiers have been on duty in the
holdings of the United States in the
Pacific ocean.
A special

Manhattan Shirts, Florsheim and Stetson
Shoes, Stein Bloch
Suits, Superior Underwear, Stetson Hats

so'-die-

'THE

STORE OF- QUALITY
J

a i, limn
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PERSONALS

Tba Pf escrip 1 i o nl si

APPEAR

ON PROGRAM

W. R. Holly of Springer was In Las
MEN
PHOTOGRAPHS
WHO
OF
Vegas today on business.
BOOSTED
For sign painting see Hermann,
429 Grand, Fountain square.
BOUT, TO BE INCLUDED.
Local view poet cards at Bchaeter's.
35 subjects. Always something new.
Much interest In the Flynn-John- son
bout is being manltested In ChiElit
a
of
Duran,
Harry
prominent
Raton, was hare today on a business cago, according to Arthur Grelner,
visit .
secretary of the promoter's club, who
V. F. Reed ot Albuquerque came In returned this
afternoon from the
last niht from the Duke City on bus- Windy City. While In Chicago Mr.
.7
Greiner disposed of 17 tickets for the
iness.
R. B.- Sehoonmaker is in town for bout.
The pasteboards W(ere of the
a few days from the Harvey moun- $50 variety, admitting the bearer to a
tain ranch.
seat in the best location the arena
Abe Hlxenbaugh, sheriff of Colfax provides.' Grelner also sold a large
county, was in the city today on a amount of advertising space In the
brief business visit. .
big souvenir programs which will be
D.. S. Waskey and Mrs. Waskey of given to the patrons of the show.
One of the features of the program
Oswego, Kan., are enjoying mountain
life at the Harvey ranch.
will be a collection of pictures of
J.. M. Ireland manager of the Las well known
sport writers ot New
man of
Vegas brick plant, and Mrs. Ireland, Mexico. A young
were visitors in Santa Fe yesterday Las Vegas has been commissioned to
and today.
make the collection. The photographs
J. C- - St. John, a plumbing and will be published In recognition of
contractor
of Colorado the excellent service the friendly
heating
Springs, was 'in Las Vegas today on scribes have done In making She bout
business.
a success. The program will display
F. L. Myers, Santa r'e division su- the photographs of all the noted
perintendent, went to Albuquerque sporting writers of the country who
last evening on train No. 9 on a short have died sines the last great heavy
FLYNN-JOHNSO-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility la never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

(

'

'

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Ma,lu i

neiaper

0AB6AIHS

'

business trip.
Mrs. John W. Harris arrived yesterday afternoon from Wichita Falls,
Texas, joining Mr. Harris, who came
to Las Vegas several weeks ago.
Dr. "Samuel Pel per, rabbi of Congre
gation MonteQore, returned, this after
noon from Wagon Mound, where last
evening he officiated at tjie Vorenberg
Katz wedding.
R. L. Hamilton arrived this after
noon from his home in Savannah,
Tenn., and will he la Las Vegas a
short time visiting his nephew, Har
ry T. Herring.
Mrs. Ovierby, wife of Santa Fe Dis
patcher, .Overt y, returned this after
noon on train No. 1 from Kansas and
Missouri, where she has been visiting
friends'"aii3"reratlves.
.Jr.; of the Romero Ad
vertising company ot Albuquerque,
came in this afternoon from the Duke
City. The advertising company has
a branch 'office here.
Mrs. Don W-- - Lusk of Albuquerque
is in Las Vegas for a visit of several
days with Mrs. C. W. G. Ward. Mrs.
Lusk was formerly ayS''-- ) of Las
Vegas antVhMt. oiiany tnmKrfiier.
Hiram W. Farmer, a stock man of
the , lower country, was rfcere today
on business, having arrived last night
from Raton. Mr; Farmer will visit
his ranches in Mora and San Mlguoi

BMAIH8
Here is one more of our
usual and attractive bargains.
fortunate in
a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.
We-wer-

te

Come and see them.
We will convince you
they itre real bargains.

Hoffman

&

that

Graubartti

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agent, lot The New Ue

10c

Pattern

Phon Main 104.

FRYE S HOTEL
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles

counties.

north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rates $3.00 Per Day

Cafe De Luxe

f

I

REGULAR DINNER

V

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o

-

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

weight championship battle.
Mrs. Jack Curley, wife of the big
promoter, has designed a clever insignia for the Curley touring car.
Tho design Is an automobile U.-in
which are ithe letters "M. O C.
These are Mrs. Curjey's Initials The
escutcheon has been placed on the
car and Mrs. Curley and hec ?rionIs
are delighted with it.
e

WAGON

MOUND GIRL IS

BRIDE OF A.

J.

KATZ

CLARA VORENBER G UNITED
' MARRIAGE TO RESIDENT
OF PHILADELPHIA.

IN

Tbe marriage of Miss Clara Vorenberg and Alfred J. Katz ot Philadelphia, occurred yesterday afternoon at
the Vorenberg borne in Wagon
Mound. Dr. Samuel Peiper, rabbi of
Congregation
tl iciated
Monteflore,
Emma Voren-berg- v
tth bridaTsi sister, aeted s
maid of honor and Waiter Vorenberg,
her brother was best man. The wedding was attended by members and
pnitimate friends of the f amllies. Fol
lowing the marriage ceremony a wed
ding dinner was served in Frye's hotel. Mr. and Mrs. Katz left last night
on train .No. 2 for Denver from
whence they will go to Philadelphia
where they will reside. The bride
Is the daughter of Mr. and Ivira. Simon Vorenberg. Mr. Vorenberg is one
of the prominent merchants of Wag
at the services.

"Miss
.

STOPPING I9Q7 PANIC
GEORGE B. COITELYOU SAYS IT
TO NEW
, LOANED
YORK BANKS.
New York, June 13. George B.
Cortelyou, secretary of the treasury
under President Roosevelt, was called to the stand today at the hearing

of the Pujo committee investigating
the
money trust, to tell the
manner In which the government deposited $25,000,000 In the New York
National banks to help stem tbe panic of 1907. Samuel Untermyer, counsel for the committee, attempted to
learn the names of th-banks in
which the money was deposited, but
Mr. Cortelyou said his memory on
this subject was poor.
The witness said he'eame here on
October 22. 1907, and had a conference with J. P. Morgan, James BtiH-maA. Barton Hepburn, George F.
Baker, George W. Perkins, Frank A.
Vanderllp and other financiers. After
Inquiring into the general situation, he
promised that the government would
aid "in a general way." The next
evening lie said, another conference
was held. He was not sure that Mr.
Morgan was present then. At this
conference the witness said, he prom
ised $25,000,000
for
distribution
among the banks.
"At the first conference," he ex
plained, "I stated that I would not
deposit a dollar except for the relief
of the country generally and the com
mercial, community generally."
' "was tnere
anything said as to
where these funds should be depositedwith what banks "
' "I don't
recall"
Mr. Untermyer asked the witness
if anything was said about the high
rate of call money and the effect on
the stock exchange of the failure to
get money here. Mr. Cortelyou start
ed to give an explanation and was
asked sharply to reply to the ques
'

,

tion.
"You know, Mr. TJpttermyer,"

Props,

ALL G00O FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

f

answer yes or no without doing myselg an injustice. I have a right to
make an explanation oi my position
and I propose to exercise that right
This brourfht forth cheers' from
the brokers jand bankers looking on
rrom Chairman
and a declaration
Pujox-tha- t
he would have ejected any
one repeating it. Mr. Cortelyou said
he "probably did have such a discus
sion" but could not (recall the de
tails.
Mr. Cortelyou upon being pressed
for a list of the banks In' which the
$25,000,000 was deposited, finally referred Mr. Untermyer to the records
ct the treasury department. ..
T only remember,' Ithe witness
said, "that the money was deposltel
In national banks. I could, not undertake to say which ones."
Mr. Cortelyou said he "understood
.that the money was used on the stock
exchange but did not know that the
whole amount was lent for that pur
-

.

Thomas W. Kentz and Walter Ut
ter of Los Angeles werp in Las Vegas last night, stopping off en route
from California to Chicago. They are
making the1 trip across country in an
automobile.
C. H. Grumm, Samuel Chapman. and
Robert McArthtir,
traveling from on Mound.
For the wedding the bride was
.their home in Monte Vista, Calif., to
Chicago by automobile, were in Las dressed in a gown of white satin
Vegas last night, leaving this morn trimmed in imported lace. She wore
a veil and carried a beautiful bridal pose."
ing for Raton.
' What Interest did Mr.' Morgan
Miss Ruby; Moore arrived last night bouuet. The maid of honor was
from southern California for a visit gowned in a light yellow satin and have In the deal? He was not a presi
with her father, J. E. Moore. Miss Mrs. Vorenberg wore a beautiful dent of a bank was he?'
"No, but ithe general opinion placed
Moore has been attending school at dress 'of brown silk trimmed with
Mills, College, , near San Francisco, German lace, 100 years old, an heir him as the leader at the moment and
I suppose he represented some of his
loom In the family.
during the past year.
own interests," said Mr. Cortelyou.
Charles Tamme, city clerk, left this
"Don't you know that the banks un
afternoon far Raton, where he will
CALIFORNIA WILL BE der Mr. Morgan's guidance lent the
visit his daughter, Mrs. H. E. FelL
money on the stock exchange in proA. . ThuM, manager of the Watrous Mercantile company, was in Las GONDEMNED IN ENGLAND portion to the amounts they received
from it?"
Vegas yesterday afternoon on busi
"I do not"
ness.
Mr. Cortelyou said he deposited al
C. V. Shearer, forest ranger, has STEAMER SHOULD HAVE GONE
in New York
again been transferred to the Mineral
together $42,000,000
TO HELP THE TITANIC, IS
Hill district from the Carson forest
within three or four days of which
THE STATEMENT.
where he has served during the past
$10,000,000 went to relieve the trust
year. Mr. Shearer is spending the
London, June 13 The British court companies.
Did you know there was an ar
week in Las' Vegas before entering of inquiry into the Titanic disaster
upon his duties.'
will find that the steamer Californlan rangement among these trust com
Miss Adell Andrews, who "s to be defaulted from its duty, in the course panies providing that Mr. Morgan
housekeeper at Harvey's through the president, staged without Qualifica should have the distribution of this
'
from Denver and tion:
money?"' was asked.
season, arrived
went out to the ranch jyesterday by
Mr. Cortelyou said he thought the
T have no doubt that the Califor
horseback. Miss Andrews was tne nlan dhi see distress- signals, that clearing house committee had this
victim of a robbery on the train out they w$re signals from the Titanic matter In charge but he contends 1
of Penvjer, 46sing, her purse contain and that the Callfornian.
ought to that Mr. Morgan was "captain ten
ing money and railroad tickets, caus have made efforts to get to lie Ti eral" of the situation and that ev
ing her considerable Inconvenience.
erybody looked to him for guidance.
tanic
Sir Alfred Chambers, present ad
A special train of seven cars carry viser to the marine boara of trade,
BUILDINQ STRIKE ON
ing the California delegates to the re- explained to the court the reason whj
13. 4.
Los Angeles, Calif., June
publican national convention in Chi- the board of trade's lifeboat scale
cago, Is scheduled to pass through had not been altered for IS years, it strike of the various building tradoB
Las Vegas this evening about 9:20 was because "traveling across ithe At of Los Angeles to enforce the closed
o'clock, running as the second section lantic was the .safest mode of travel- shop principle, as announced yesterof train No. 2.
ing in the world." The disaster had day by union leaders, was called here
not caused him to tnlnk changes today. Members of the strike comwere necessary. No lessons were to mutes declared an estimate of the
THE ARCHBALD CHARGES
Washington, June 13. The house be learned from the catastrophe, number involved would be impossible
judiciary committee today In execu because it was an extraordinary oc until registration of the strikers had
been completed the union labor tem
tive session took tup the charges currence.
Allen C. Edwards, the attorney for ple. The master builders deoiared
against Judge Robert W. Archbald, of
the commerce court." No decision will the Dockers' union, Interjected that they expected no serious inconvenien
be announced for several days. Some the board of trade seemed to be an ces and that they could easily ob'n'n
workmen.
members 'believe' the case should extraordinary department for guard all necessary
wait for the action of the house' and ing against ordinary occurrences
the president on the senate's vote to
abolish the court, '
Old papers ror sate. Optic
The Optic prints an the news.
:
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BUFFET

(

OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
ON
COflRS OOLDEN BEER

A1I

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Solicited
Family Trade

Phone Vegas 133 tor
Beer
Wines, Liquors or
Delivered Free.

he

sid, "there are questions I cannot

-

BARNES & RUSH,

MAROONS WIN AGAIN

GOVERNMENT AIDED IN

NEW MEXICO WRITERS

nvt
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The Maroons again outclassed the
Colorado Springs Rocky
Mountain
leaguers yesterday, defeating them
easily by & score of 13 to 7. Klrkland
pitched for the locals and struck out
IS oposing batsmen. He was exceeding sparing In doling out hits during
the greater part of the game but in
the eighth inning the Colorado lad
fell upon him for six blngles, which,
with one error, netted four runs. Tho
Maroons, Impelled by the offer ot
of
Charles V. Hedgcock of a pair
shoes for the best batting record
made during the Colorado Springs series, have been clouting the ball hard,
having made 27 hits In the two opening games. The names of the winners
end the batting averages of the en
tire team, will be published In The
Optio tomorrow evening. The final
game was' played this afternoon. "The
box score:
..,
Coibraflo Springs
AB. R. ftlPO. A. E
Anibos, as.
Waller; It.
l)ey, cf.
R. L&torra, 3b.
Stokeaberry, rf.
CheUgord, 2b.
Brammell, c.
N.

Latorra,

Richards,

Totals

lib.

1

0

3

2
1
0
1

3

0.0

5
5

Ourselves as State Agents For

4

p

WelbelltV'elttdbc

0

'

,.

j

7 12 24

.....(.....39

4

5

AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
3

2

4

3

0

4

1

2

7

4

1

1

4

1

2

0
0

5

5

Owen, 3b
Buckles, c
Mclntyre, lb.
Sorensen, 2b
Klrkland, p.

Totals ...........37 13
The score by innings:

The strongest car built(observe itsv
Chrome Nickel Steel Construction)
The best value on the Market
30 H. P. 4 Cylinder $1250
36 H. P. 4 Cylinder $1500
48 H." P. 6 Cylinder $1850
Fully Equipped T ,.
And last but not least the Manufacturers will sUndlbe-hinevery car put out.
If you are from Missouri, we are
prepared to show you.

11
2 0

0
2
1
2

4
&s

H--

1

F.

3
2 0
3 15

7

123456789

3

17

Springs ..1 0001004
6 1030021 x 13
Las Veeas
Stolen bases CheUgord.
Summary:
Clark, Ellis, Lockhart, Klrkland.
Sacrifice hits Clark. Sacrifice fly
Lyons. Two base bits Waller, Ellis,
Three base hits Buckles,
Mclntyre.
Sorensen. Double plays Chellgord to
Ambos. Struck out by Richards 7, by
Klrkland 13. Bases on balls oft Klrkland 2. Hlit by pitcher Clark, Ellis.
Passed ball Buckles. Time of game
2:10. Umpires Murphy atid Carver.
Colo.

Come and Try Your

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

--

upon lis. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Ma:erof Uncommon Jewlery.

Three Wells Fargo cars, filled v.ith
silk from Japan, Imported into tne
United States through the San Francisco port, will pass through Las
Vegas tonight on train No. 8 en route
to New York city markets.

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
icyiicu u. isavi9 viw rrcaiueiu

HAMILTON'S CENTENNIAL
Clinton, N. Y., June 13. Alumni
and other friends of Hamilton college

are gathering here to attend what
promises to be the most notable
in the history of tho institution. The exercises began today and
will conclude next Monday with a cely
ebration of the one hundredth
a
of the chartering of tho
President Taft and Senator Eli-h- u
Root will be among the speakers
at the centennial exercises.

Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
fl.

trie

O0K6 A8SC UaSQier

corn-ceme-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

anni-bersar-

col-leg-

FIGHTING

t

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

(

FOR WOOD

Capital,

Washington, June 13. When the
house today took tip the conference
report on the army appropriation bill,
which the senate already had approved, Representative Prince of Illinois,
led a vigorous fight upon it, particularly upon the amendment which
would legislate Major General Leonard Wood out of his office as chief
of staff of the army.

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

interest PaU on TImo Deposits

.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

VojSr
0. M. CUNNlNOHAn, President!
j RANK SPRINUGR,

:v

sr..

..

jv

,

Surplus, and Uhdividid Pkofits '$35,000

J V
iL AS VEGAS '
Qj

V

. '

sw ,
)n

T

HMM

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas

SaLvirigs Bank

1

I

',

Las Vegas, N. M.

;

1

14 27

d

Automobile & Garage Co.,
Wanted

Sub-Aen- fs

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

with the San Miguel National Back

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

non-unio- n

AVE.
Si5 DOUGLAS Luck

CAR

1

0
0

4

f

iEVERITT

THE

.....5
4,1
3.1

Maroons
Clark, If
Ellis, rf.
Lyons, cf

Lockhart,

.1

5

....4

We Take This Means of Announcing

Interest PaJd on Deposis

i
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LOBBY RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

STAYED OUT LATE
Ttu
The old lady rose decisively.
famished," she said. "And you havs
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULA" OINNERS
eaten nothing for hours. Go In with
11 decide
we
and
and
be
me,
sensible,
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
what to do. We have an hour's wait
4!
x
v
I am bound for California, too.
Should be there now, but have been
O. LoUeaux
on a hurried business trip to Denver
By J
for my son. Come, my .dear."
The girl followed and ate what her
(Copyiicbt. 1311. by Asaociated Literary
new friend ordered. Finally they rePrau.)
NO.
1,
LODGE
1
DORADO
CHAPMAN LOOCE NO t, A. F. A EL
to their car.
The girl seemed splendidly oblivi- turned
Meets
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
I
"You
A. M. Has ular comthink It strange that
EXPERT SHOEIREPAlRINGa ous to her fellow travelers all day. am alone.willI have
every Monday evs
lived with a cousin.
munication first and
She had boarded the train at Denver
I started a
was
She
to
but
take
me,
4W,H
nlng in Castle Hall
with very little but super-elega'B12D0U0LASAVOIUEthird Thursday in each
I could not trust myself
week
lsldng Knights srs
brothbaggage, and alone. She had been In theearly. with the
month. Visiting
right man an
place
Invited.
excited at first, but as the hours
cordially
ers cordially invited
other day. I should telegraph they
Eueueca- passed her gaze became quieter, will not
lOsBChan.
Jr
never
I
me.
.'
have
. R. Murray.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- N. O. Herman, W. 1L;
expect
more thoughtful. She leaned her
nler. Chaneellos
In ths
TISEMENTS
cloud of
hair back against seen Rex's mother" they weredid not
Secretary.
Commander.
Harry
and
dark
the
vestibule
girl
the seat and Idly watched the porter see
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the big quadrennial meet of the

Sam Fulion, the big twirler, for the
remainder of the season. Felton is
BASEBALL NOTES
In difficulty with the college office
on account of his studies.
Manager McGraw, of the Giants, is
It looks aa thouch Manager Mack, well fixed in outfield material. If
of the Athletics, has picked up an- Devore. Snodsrass and Murray were
other star In Pitcher Pennock.
Incapacitated at the same time Mc"Jeff" Pfeffer, the former Chlcago-Bosto- Graw could use Becker, McCormick
pitcher, la managing a team and Burns and still have one of th"
in the Creator Boston league.
strongest outfields in the National
"Chick."
Gandil, the former Mon- league.
treal first baseman, Is making good
When the train bearing the Cum

.

et

W

a

push-butto-

The Philadelphia Quakers are now
able to put a strong team in. the
field, and the other National league
teams are booked for a real battle
when they meet Charlie Dooln's outfit
Pitcher Baumgartner is holding his
own with the St, Louis Browns. So
far this season the youngster has defeated Ed Walsh and George Mullin,
two veteran stars of the American
league.
The Harvard university baseball
team will be without the services of

i
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14 boxes soap, Lenox.
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arrived at Syracuse the other day the
dining car of a west bound train
stopped beside Jim Sheekard 8 window. Some of the New York Yankees were having breakfast, but
"Sheck" didn't recognize any of them.
Later he asked what team that was
and was informed. "I knew they were
ball players," said Jim, "because they
're such tough looking guys."
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More
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a
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and
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tels and the larger rooming
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buckle'
hotel experts, while thousands of oth30 gross shirt buttons.
C.
6
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(K.
powder
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baking
er visitors will be quartered in pri40 gross suspender buttons.
vate homes with friends or l elatlves. pound cans.)
250 yards light drML
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250 yards heavy drill.
2,500 pounds beans, navy.
30,000 pounds beer, fresh.
1,500 yards ticking, a. C. A.
STATE CAMPAIGN IN MAINE.
Canton flannel 30 In.
2,000 yan-Augusta, Me., June 13 Though the 10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
35 cases corn, canned, equal "Sun- wide.
date for Maine's first state-widpri200 yards toweling, crash.
maries is but four days distant, the burst"
1,000 pounds corn meal, 25 pound
2,000 yards blue denim.
campaign is attracting comparatively
200 yards
little attention. The only contests sacks.
sheeting, 64 inches
3,500
that have aroused any public interest
coffee,
pounds
roasted, wide.
are those for the republican nomina- whole.
Leather, Shoe, Findings, Etc.
300 pounds crackers, 1 pound packtions for governor and United States
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senator, for each of which there are ages.
three candidates In the field. On the
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In submitting bids for above sup1,500 pounds hominy.
Obadiah Gardner.
9 cases matches (Domino 720 to plies, bidders should write plainly on
The men seeking the republican case).
envelope the following: "Bids for the
750 'pounds Macaroni, bulk.
nomination for governor are FrederNew Mexico Penitentiary" with the
ick E. Boothby of Portland, Albert ri.
600 pounds oleomargarine.
name of the bidder, to avoid opening
Shaw of Bath and William T. Hainefe
150 pounds pepper, black, whole.
of bids by mistake before date set
of Water vl lie. Those desiring the re2,000 pounds pork sausage.
Samples may be sent separately,
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
publican nomination for United States
pfalnly marked and numbered, to the
senator are former Congressman Ed1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
superintendent,
win C. Furle'lgb pf Augusta, Judge
250 pounds red chill, ground.
All supplies must be furnished In
Frederick A. Powers of Houlton and - 1,500 pounds rice.
such quantities and at such times as
Herbert M. Heath of Augusta.
5 cases SapoIIo.
the superintendent may direct

n

with Clark Griffith's Washington
team.
Winning three straight from the
Brooklyn Dodgers gave the Cincinnati Reds a good start on their East- eru tour.
With Donlln, Wagner and Hofrman
playing regularly the Pirates should
be able to cuddle up a little closer to
the leaders.
Vean
Cleveland's greav
Gregg,
eouthpaw, la not only pitching greav
ball but manages to hit the safe wal
'
lops now and then.
,
Despite the fact that the Bostoi
Braves have been up against it, McDonald keeps up a rattling good game
at the third turn.
Zinn and Simmons,
recruits, and
Bert Daniels, who was slated for the
can a few weeks aso, are the only
Highlanders hitting the ball.
Philadelphia fans recently presented "Kid" Gleason, the White Sox
coach, with a $700 watch. The "Kid"
says the watch contains all the latest
Improvements with the exception of
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The veterans Harry Forbes, once
bantam champ, will enter the feathT-weigh- t
class.
Martin Calone, the Fall River lightweight, has retired from the boxing
game for good.

e

MANY

VISITORS IN CHICAGO
111.
June 13. An army of
visitors tha tis expected to surpass
Chicago,

all records for a national political
convention week In Chicago already
is marching into the city by companies and regiments, and by Saturday
the hotels In the downtown section
will be filled to capacity.
Within two weeks after the national commHtee decided last winter to
give the convention to Chicago every
room In the Congress hotel, where
both the Taft and Roosevelt headquarters have been located, had been
sold out for the convention week, an
indication of the crowds that are expected to be attracted to the city by

on

By order of the board of penitentiary commissioners.
JOHN B. Mc.MANUS,

Superintendent.
Santa Fe,

N. M., May 13, 1912.

THEY PUT AN

END TO IT

Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Rochester, N. Y., says he reommends Foley
Kidney Pills at every opportunity
they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of .kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, is direct and convincing evidence of the great curative qualities
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

FOR.
PRACTICAL

RECIPES

For b

a sprained ankl may as a rule be
cured in from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
observing the directions with each
bottle. For sale by all dealers.

practical racipaa fa

wine "S - Y" Graaa Ihila,

tllM

rirM plu.
ft.M
Second prua,
J
Third prua.
M neb.
Si
Wat.
Stmt arrra)
COOtMOJlO

Bill

'

Chila wrapent with
raripa. CealMi cieaaa inm
Mln. int.

FOR ROOSEVELT AND GLASSCOCK
Charleston, W. V., June 13. The
West Virginia delegates to tho
national convention, who will
depart from here tomorrow for Chicago, will carry with them a bonn for
Governor William S' Glasscock for
In
the vice prajMtntlal nomination
event thit Theodore Roisevelt
fs named to bend the, tl. ';et.
The
friends of Go'',jTn'; Glaswocr '.e'.'eio
he U entitled to second place on the
t':iket from rhv'dct that he Is '(he

or.ginal Roosaclt irsn." Oi January
18 last, almost two months before the
headgear of the famous Rough Rider
was tossed Into the squared circle.
Governor Glasscock issued a public
statement In which he declared that
a careful canvass of the. political situation in West Virginia had convinced him that the people of the state
were overwr.?i im'y Tor Co'onel
oosevelt for the republican presidential nomination, and calling upon the
people to elect delegates to Chicago
who would vote for his nomination.
Furthermore, it is pointed out the
governor of West Virginia is the only
one of the seven governors who prevailed on Roosevelt to be a candidate,
who carried his state solid in tha conv
test for delegates.
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6ANTA VSABEL BRAND

PEELED GRCEN
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ara ktgiMM aualtrr an. MM
dlcioua canned chUaa oa taa
aurkat. Alw,rtMarifjr"Y''
Brand. Sold by kading grocara
nverywhara.
Mas at oaea practical feciena
jroa bava aaed CO

Roral P.cKintf Co.
I CamtmJ A...M,
v aVaa . nj.alan, Ca
r
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people should be happy, and they
will be if Chamberlain's Tablets
Old

are-take- n

to strengthen the digestion antt
keep the bowels regular. These tablets are mild and gentle In their section and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.
Thorn la nn rani need of anvone be
ing troubled with constipation.
Tablets will cause an agree-able movement of tne noweis wiiaou
any unpleasant effect Give them a
trial. For sale by all dealers.
Cham-berlai-

"HARVEYS"

n's

IS OPEN

Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey ln
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returning same day. For passage phon
Main 385 or leave order at Mnrphey'6
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
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DEPARTMENT
Of AS turned out some classy work

i!

ii

It is

for the 1912 graduating classes.

prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.
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SCREEN DOORS AND

SCREENS

Try dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

NATURE'S DELICACY

Fresh New Tlexico Alfalfa
Honey in The Comb, 20c Lb.

ioda water fountain
cheap.
Inquire at the

for sale
White Kitchen.

or Windows.

midsummer ball of B. of
L. Fj and E. at Armory June 20.
Muslo by Simlson five piece orchestra. Tickets 1 per couple.

"THE STORE THAT'S

ALMS'

BUSY"

t

IKE DAVIS

!

THE CASH GR.OCER.
i, Hi

FIIIS

FRESH

...

VEGETABLES

AN

EVERY DAY

Sp1

Superintendent Burrall of. tbe Oaflinas planting station, has made many
improvements on (the premises, ty
grading and seeding a, lawn, building
a retaining wall and removing rock
from the Scenlo road through the
property besides clearing much additional land for tree seeding and garInto
den purposes. Transplanting
the forest on the heaawaterc of the
Tecolote continues with a consider
able force of men.
An article, "New Mexico Tbe New
L.
State," written by
Rradford Prince, president of the New
Mexico Historical society and Illus-

with

trated

PHONE flAIN

19

And let us tell you what we

have to offer if R

I?

1

STEARIC
-

H.

fcj.

GROCER-

'v.VV

photagraphs,

striking

views of the cliff dwellings in Santa
Fe county, Indian pueblos, ranch and
farm pictureB, and others of interest,
which were taken by E. H Kempt, ap
pears in the current issue of tbe Sun
set Magazine, tllstorically the article
Is most interesting and the descriptions are graphic. Governor Prince
reviews the struggle for statehood, and

the great resources of the state, parfor th
ticularly as a "home-land- "
foomeseeker; and the article with the
wide circulation It will receive will be
valuable publicity for lie state.
MRS. DAUM'a FUNERAL,
The funeral of Mrs. Elizabeth Daum
was held this morning at, 10 o'clock
Colfrom the home of her
was
Interment
M.
M.
onel
PadgetU
i
h Mosontn cemetery. Rev J S.
Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorial
son-in-la-

Episcopal church, officiated at the
services. The funeral was private,
being' attended only by members of
the family and a few intimate friends.
L.
.
Harry W. Kelly, John York,
es- Gregory, Charles Tamme, Fred
terman and David J. Leahy wer pail
bearers.

V

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
RETAIL VALUM. ia.OO
dinner-warand m
carload of this beantifol
Hiln
tbe manulaotnrer to give o an
larm DuretaaeViabled
eoat M HadTrtlalnc
We are charging part o(
e?ylow prloe.
o the actual colt of the
SiSense." and only ask yoo to pay a percentage
la of
Sit
beautltul "Ooanioa" dealtfn and cannot be doplloated In
"all"
for 1 as than in In any retail china atore. It la guaranteed by both
&e manufacturer and ouraelvea.
nro
In every aack of LARABEB B "wr. Bond na
There la ooopon
money order, and we will
and u 90 in cash, draft, postal or frefeht.
omTo'f these beautiful eeta by eipreea Addresa ccmpona and
Larabee Flour
of
Company,
to The OhlMBeDartment
sure to write your name and addresa Plainly.
Hohlnaon. Kansas.
in ARABEB'B Flour are aleo good for BoKenP Siiverwar.

Regular dance at the armory toFinch's Golden Wedding kje. aged
Direct from distillery night The largest and coolest hall
In the wood.
with the best floor and music- in the
to jou. ill the Lobby, of course.
city.
Excursionists from Harvey s to Elk
to
mountain last week were unable
The West side Catholic ladies will
reach the eak because of enormous give their monthly dance Monday at
snowdrifts on the trail Snow will lie the armory. Admission 50c per cou
on Elk mountain all summer this pie. Lunch and refreshments.
year.
A marriage lloensei was Issued this
a
Following the. regular business morning at the court house to
Archuleta, aiged 20 and Floren-cimeeting of the Knights of Columbus,
tonight in the O. R. C. hall, the coun
Grlego, aged 23. Both are resicil will give a dance and social. Cards dents of Rowe.
will furnish entertainment from 8:30
o'clock to 10 o'clock at which time
The furnishings for the Elks' new
of
members
All
will
club
begin.
house, which were ordered from
dancing
the order are requested to be at the Peck & pill through E. Rosenwald &
hall at 8 o'clock for a short business Son, have arrived and are being unmeeting. All members and friends loaded and put in place.
are invited to the social and dance.
' Deputy County Clerk ' William B.
A meeting of the Las Vegas Busi- Stapp Is preparing the last of the
ness Men's association will be held Mora county records for shipment to
tonight at 8 o'clock in the Commer Mora. The live records were sent to
cial club rboms. This meeting has Mora, some time ago to be used in the
recent terra of the district court for
been called for the purpose of
under the state association, Mora county. The old records, wtlch
and along the line of the associations are voluminous as well as numerous,
of the other cities of the state. Other owing to the great age of Mora counimportant business will be brought ty, will be sent to the county seat in
before the association and a large at- a few days.
tendance ot the members is desired.
Jack Johnson has requested the pro
of his bout with Jim Flynn on
moters
.Charged with violating the Btate
4 to add to the list of probable
July
of
Lobato
quarantine law, Atanaclo
referees the name of Billy Corcoran
Sapello Was arrested yesterday afterof Pittsburgh, Pa. Corcoran and John
D.
noon. At a hearing before Judge
son are old time friends. The chamR. Murray this morning Lobato plead
also has asked that Abe Pollack
pion
ed guilty and was sentenced to 20
also be restored to con
Denver
of
days In the county Jail. The Lobato sideration. Pollack is an able sporthouse was placed in quarantine at
writer and authority on ring evthe direction of Mr. M. F. DesMarals ing
ents and ring people.
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ALLS GROCERS
Like it.
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Tbe Home of The Eestof Everything Eatable
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We Have Just Received a FreSti Supply of

Liptbns Jelly Tabets
s

i

ing quarantine and tearing off thf1
placard. At first the sentence of the
court was a fine of, $10 and costs,
but as the man was unable to raise
the necessary cash, 20 days in the
county Jail was the alternative.

Fr
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the more certain you are to
insist on having it.
The

I

Shape keeping, the
service, the Quality of the
Tailoring all depend on this.
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Creators and WE guarantee

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

M. GREENBERGER
V-AV-

t

.

Welch Grape Juice and

PARSLEY

They Are Pure

Sold by

35 cents per dozen

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
10
Sivth
Street

vW7

BAYWABD CO, STORE

v
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cents per dozen
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way to clean
Pianos, Furnl-ture- ,
Automob.

iles.
An

unequalled
dust layer for'
Wood, Cement
and liLinoleum
,

Floors.
Ask us to demostraie this Latest and Best
CLEANSER AND POLISHER

J.

G. J&MHSEU

Cl

SOU

Exclusive Local Agents

Round Trip Excursion Rates

California & Northwest
Los Angeles
San Diego

QC5.GO

San Francisco and return direct

05O.OO

Seattle Tacoma & other points

60.00

;

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

D.L. BATCHELOR

Agent.

"FORI" CANNED GOODS
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Dole's Hawain Pine Apple Juice.

SPRAY

A

The modern

PRESERVES

617 DotigUi Are

till: iM.

ft

JAM AND

it is satisfactory.

'

CoprrltM Han achafiiiei

FERN DELL

PLANTS

8

The more you know of the
advantages of ALL WOOL
'

d

Use Nothing But

Jello Ice Cream Powder, Also

AT THE GK.AAF

cloths.

M4v ft

1

these properly.
Ask those who have tried
this service, they will tell

ye
the!
lalli"

use only all wool fabrics.
.'Thats what vou want in vour

n

This is not the first time that the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
crank has kicked back, as over a
month ago Mrs. Russell received a FOR SALE Saw mill in good repair,
plmillalr injury while cranking the
three log wagons, edger and wood
motor.
cutter. Set on new. sue with plenty of timber for one year's run. F.
J. Wesner.
In commemoration of the anniver
American
of
the
the
of
adoption
sary
flag, "Old Glory" wlU float from the
staffs of the buildings of Greater
Las Vegas tomorrow. The stars and
stripes became the national flag on
June 14, 1777, 135 years ago, on
which day the congress of the United
States passed a resolution "that the
flag of the thirteen Uaited States be
thirteen stripes alternately red and
white?' that the union be thirteen
stars, white in a b'ue field, representing a new constellation." At
first a star and a stripe were added
with the admission of each new state,
until 1818 when the number of states
was twenty the congress passed another resolution reducing the stripes
to thirteen. Flag day, June 14. is
celebrated over the country with exercises and the unfurling of the
American flag on all public buildings.
There will be no special exercises in
Las Vegas, the day being observed
There's a Reason
only by raising of the flag.

and velvety like new.
Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle

Phone Mtio 80

ocean-to-ocea-

Simon Lewis, son of Mr, and Mrs.
Ben Lewis, who is employed in the
Whalen garage as a mechanics' help
er, suffered a broken arm yesterday
afternoon. Lewis was cranking one
of the big machines in the shop and,
in the terms of tne autoist, it "kick
ed" breaking his right forearm near
the wrist. The auto that did the
"dotty woik" was the big Bulck touring car belonging to E. R. Russell. Mexico.

Our work in Navajo Blankets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft

you

Endeavoring to ma!j:e a fast trans
continental tour and to prove that
route has been
the
dangers,
robbed of all ot its
Dr. S. S. Crow, of the Van Nuys hotel
Calif., and A. G.
of Los Angeles,
of
same
the
Faulkner
city, will pa3s
through Las Vegas within the next
few days en route to New York City.
They, are following the route mapped
out by the Los Angeles Examiner official pathfinder car, traveling only
by day, making it a point to reach
some town and hotel every night.
The tourists left Los Angeles a week
ago yesterday and are now well on
their way across the state of New

Bromandellon, Jello, and
"
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Hart Sehaffener & Marx
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Phone flain 379.
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The Las Vegas troop of the Boy
Scouts will meet tomorrow morning
in the Y. M. C. A. for tbe purpose of
organizing for the summer's camp,
which occurs, from Monday, July 8,
to Saturday, July 20. Tie Rio de la
Casa has been named as the camping
ground. The meeting tomorrow has
been called for 9:30 o'clock.
-

3

I

Campers on the hanks o' mountain
streams are numerous now and their
numbers ar growing. Wet weather
Interferes with fishing but afford
more time for sleeping.
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Keep the Flies out, we can fit any and all Doors

Annual
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A COMPLETE

I

This is Exceptionally, Nice and a
Real Breakfast Treat

HART SCHAFFHER
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"The Store of Satisfaction"
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Finest Oualitv Fruits and ve- getables From Field to Can
!

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted',
QUALITY-PURI-

TY

For
CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

,Tegas 121
r.W:gaw

